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The identification of flow characteristics and the reduction of high-dimensional sim-
ulation data have capitalized on an orthogonal basis achieved by proper orthogonal decom-
position (POD), also known as principal component analysis (PCA) or the Karhunen-Loève
transform (KLT). In the realm of aerospace engineering, an orthogonal basis is versatile for
diverse applications, especially associated with reduced-order modeling (ROM) as follows:
a low-dimensional turbulence model, an unsteady aerodynamic model for aeroelasticity and
flow control, and a steady aerodynamic model for airfoil shape design. Provided that a
given data set lacks parts of its data, POD is required to adopt a least-squares formulation,
leading to gappy POD, using a gappy norm that is a variant of an L2 norm dealing with
only known data. Although gappy POD is originally devised to restore marred images, its
application has spread to aerospace engineering for the following reason: various engineering
problems can be reformulated in forms of missing data estimation to exploit gappy POD.
Similar to POD, gappy POD has a broad range of applications such as optimal flow sensor
placement, experimental and numerical flow data assimilation, and impaired particle image
velocimetry (PIV) data restoration.
Apart from POD and gappy POD, both of which are deterministic formulations, prob-
abilistic principal component analysis (PPCA), a probabilistic generalization of PCA, has
been used in the pattern recognition field for speech recognition and in the oceanography
area for empirical orthogonal functions in the presence of missing data. In formulation,
PPCA presumes a linear latent variable model relating an observed variable with a latent
variable that is inferred only from an observed variable through a linear mapping called
factor-loading. To evaluate the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of PPCA parame-
ters such as a factor-loading, PPCA can invoke an expectation-maximization (EM) algo-
rithm, yielding an EM algorithm for PPCA (EM-PCA). By virtue of the EM algorithm, the
EM-PCA is capable of not only extracting a basis but also restoring missing data through
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iterations whether the given data are intact or not. Therefore, the EM-PCA can potentially
substitute for both POD and gappy POD inasmuch as its accuracy and efficiency are com-
parable to those of POD and gappy POD. In order to examine the benefits of the EM-PCA
for aerospace engineering applications, this thesis attempts to qualitatively and quantita-
tively scrutinize the EM-PCA alongside both POD and gappy POD using high-dimensional
simulation data.
In pursuing qualitative investigations, the theoretical relationship between POD and
PPCA is transparent such that the factor-loading MLE of PPCA, evaluated by the EM-
PCA, pertains to an orthogonal basis obtained by POD. By contrast, the analytical connec-
tion between gappy POD and the EM-PCA is nebulous because they distinctively approx-
imate missing data due to their antithetical formulation perspectives: gappy POD solves
a least-squares problem whereas the EM-PCA relies on the expectation of the observation
probability model. To juxtapose both gappy POD and the EM-PCA, this research proposes
a unifying least-squares perspective that embraces the two disparate algorithms within a
generalized least-squares framework. As a result, the unifying perspective reveals that both
methods address similar least-squares problems; however, their formulations contain dis-
similar bases and norms. Furthermore, this research delves into the ramifications of the
different bases and norms that will eventually characterize the traits of both methods. To
this end, two hybrid algorithms of gappy POD and the EM-PCA are devised and compared
to the original algorithms for a qualitative illustration of the different basis and norm ef-
fects. After all, a norm reflecting a curve-fitting method is found to more significantly affect
estimation error reduction than a basis for two example test data sets: one is absent of data
only at a single snapshot and the other misses data across all the snapshots.
From a numerical performance aspect, the EM-PCA is computationally less efficient
than POD for intact data since it suffers from slow convergence inherited from the EM
algorithm. For incomplete data, this thesis quantitatively found that the number of data-
missing snapshots predetermines whether the EM-PCA or gappy POD outperforms the
other because of the computational cost of a coefficient evaluation, resulting from a norm
selection. For instance, gappy POD demands laborious computational effort in proportion
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to the number of data-missing snapshots as a consequence of the gappy norm. In contrast,
the computational cost of the EM-PCA is invariant to the number of data-missing snapshots
thanks to the L2 norm. In general, the higher the number of data-missing snapshots, the
wider the gap between the computational cost of gappy POD and the EM-PCA. Based on
the numerical experiments reported in this thesis, the following criterion is recommended
regarding the selection between gappy POD and the EM-PCA for computational efficiency:
gappy POD for an incomplete data set containing a few data-missing snapshots and the
EM-PCA for an incomplete data set involving multiple data-missing snapshots.
Last, the EM-PCA is applied to two aerospace applications in comparison to gappy POD
as a proof of concept: one with an emphasis on basis extraction and the other with a focus
on missing data reconstruction for a given incomplete data set with scattered missing data.
The first application exploits the EM-PCA to efficiently construct reduced-order models
of engine deck responses obtained by the numerical propulsion system simulation (NPSS),
some of whose results are absent due to failed analyses caused by numerical instability.
Model-prediction tests validate that engine performance metrics estimated by the reduced-
order NPSS model exhibit considerably good agreement with those directly obtained by
NPSS. Similarly, the second application illustrates that the EM-PCA is significantly more
cost effective than gappy POD at repairing spurious PIV measurements obtained from
acoustically-excited, bluff-body jet flow experiments. The EM-PCA reduces computational
cost on factors 8 ∼ 19 compared to gappy POD while generating the same restoration
results as those evaluated by gappy POD. All in all, through comprehensive theoretical and
numerical investigation, this research establishes that the EM-PCA is an efficient alternative





Due to empowering computing environments and enhanced numerical schemes, those in-
volved in design-oriented analyses for complex systems such as aircraft have been attempting
to exploit high-fidelity, physics-based simulation tools. Although low- and moderate-fidelity
models are computationally inexpensive, their results are reliable mostly only for either con-
ventional or uncomplicated applications. As a result, in such design studies, the benefits
of simplified models, whose assumptions and heuristics are fragile, quickly disappear. For
instance, aircraft designs seeking to mitigate fuel consumption and noise are apt to achieve
their goals through dramatic shape changes that are beyond evolutionary improvements of
conventional configurations. Furthermore, the current physics-based design trends neces-
sitate high-fidelity simulations that infuse more accurate information into the early design
phase for lower design turn-around time and development costs. Therefore, high-fidelity
analyses are indispensable to broadening the horizon of aircraft system design capabilities
in terms of accuracy and application generality.
Nonetheless, in multidisciplinary analysis and design studies, numerical simulations
based on low- or moderate-fidelity models are still prevalent mainly because of their practi-
cality. A high-fidelity simulation is often cumbersome to utilize because it requires not only
arduous integration work but also enormous computational time and resources. The use
of a high-fidelity analysis requires even more effort in a nondeterministic or optimization-
driven design study, each of which demands a colossal number of simulations during the
design process. As an illustration, Figure 1 delineates the characteristics of both high- and
low-fidelity analyses, contrasting their strengths and weaknesses in four criteria: accuracy,
application generality, integration difficulty, and computational speed. In Figure 1, the ac-
curacy of a low-fidelity analysis is denoted with dashed and solid lines; the former represents
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a case in which the assumptions of a low-fidelity analysis are legitimate; otherwise, the lat-
ter indicates the accuracy of a low-fidelity analysis. Note that the benefits of a high-fidelity
analysis are inversely the drawbacks of a low-fidelity analysis, and vice versa. As conveyed
in Figure 1, to facilitate the use of a high-fidelity analysis for design studies, one would like
to rely on a compromise that accommodates all the four different virtues of both high- and








Figure 1: Characteristics of low- and high-fidelity analyses
To this end, researchers have employed surrogate modeling76 and reduced-order modeling
(ROM)40 in order to reduce a high-fidelity analysis to its tractable substitute. When one
deals with a large number of input parameters, typically less than 20, for a few or a small
number of output responses, a surrogate modeling approach is suitable. Examples of var-
ious surrogate modeling techniques are the response surface methodology (RSM), kriging,
neural networks, radial basis functions (RBFs), and support vector machines (SVMs). In
contrast, when one has to manage relatively huge information from high-fidelity simulations
for a small number of input parameters, an ROM approach is preferable. In computational
physics, the following techniques are usually employed for ROM: Volterra series representa-
tions, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), harmonic balance, reduced basis methods,
and Krylov subspace methods. Of the two approaches, i.e., surrogate modeling and ROM,
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the size of output responses that must be held determines a proper simplifying scheme.
For example, surrogate modeling is a better choice for emulating the variations of an air-
craft performance metric with changes in airframe geometry parameters49 whereas ROM is
convenient for maintaining an entire airfoil surface pressure distribution for the purpose of
airfoil shape design.36
1.1.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
High-fidelity aerodynamic analyses have widely utilized POD, also known as principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA)25,74 or the Karhunen-Loève transform (KLT). Since POD is capable
of revealing conspicuous features from observations, its applications are quite diverse across
numerous engineering realms. For instance, in the field of image processing and pattern
recognition, McGregor et al.50 showed that a POD basis obtained from numerical simu-
lations such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can enhance poor blood flow images
contaminated with noise. Likewise, in turbulent flow analysis, POD has been adopted to
identify the distinctive characteristics of turbulence flow.18
Theoretically, POD extracts an empirical basis from observations such that the obtained
linear basis describes the maximum variability of observations. Depending on various appli-
cations, a POD basis goes by different names such as principal axes, principal components,
empirical modes, eigenfunctions, and eigenfaces. Such a broad usage of POD in distinctive
application contexts stems from its desirable properties:63 specifically, (i) An orthogonal
basis obtained by POD is optimal for subspace projection in terms of a mean squared error,
and (ii) data compression and reconstruction are easily achievable through simple linear
transformation. In formulation, POD has two variants: the original POD and the method
of snapshots by Sirovich.77
Given a POD basis, POD-based ROM reduces the dimensionality of high-dimensional
data by projecting them onto a low-dimensional subspace spanned by a POD basis. For ex-
ample, turbulence flow analysis with direct numerical simulation (DNS) has employed POD
to create the low-dimensional dynamic model of turbulence.7 Similarly, multidisciplinary
analyses such as aeroelasticity80 and flow control79 relied on POD-base ROM to simplify
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unsteady CFD analysis. For both turbulent and unsteady flow analyses, a POD basis
is conducive to transforming flow-governing equations, time- and space-dependent partial
differential equations (PDEs), into those in forms of only time-dependent ordinary differ-
ential equations (ODEs) that are easier to solve. In addition to the single time-parametric
POD-based ROM applications, the POD-based ROM scheme adopted interpolation43, and
its applications were extended to design studies that dealt with relatively few design vari-
ables.5,36,37 Since the prediction accuracy of POD-based ROM hinges on the quality of
modal coefficients weighting basis functions, several researchers have investigated various
multivariate data interpolation techniques2 for proper modal coefficient estimation.
For instance, Bui-Thanh, Damodaran, and Willcox5,6 utilized a cubic spline interpo-
lation for airfoil shape design with two design variables using the POD-based ROM of
steady CFD analysis. Similarly, Mifsud and his colleagues52,53 employed RSM to pseudo-
continuously represent modal coefficients for three input parameters in weapon aerodynam-
ics studies. Furthermore, Lee et al.34 capitalized on neural networks to estimate modal co-
efficients for the ROM of the numerical propulsion system simulation (NPSS), dealing with
six engine parameters. Last, POD can also benefit stochastic computational aerodynamics
in conjunction with polynomial chaos for efficient probabilistic uncertainty propagation. In
particular, Acharjee and Zabaras1 showed that POD and polynomial chaos can separately
account for the decomposition of spatial and random domains, respectively.
In a geometric sense, POD generates an orthonormal basis by rotating a current coordi-
nate system upon which high-dimensional data are recorded. This concept of basis change
through axis rotation is familiar in the forms of principal stresses and principal bending
axes in structural analysis. For example, Mohr’s circle, which is used to evaluate principal
stresses, share the same idea of axis rotation as POD. Figure 2 illustrates that one can an-
nihilate shear stresses by rotating current axes to principal axes on which principal stresses

































Figure 2: Mohr’s circle
The other familiar example is principal bending axes in three-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory.3 Principal bending axes eliminate cross-bending stiffness by decoupling two
bending moment equations. Along with shifting the origin of principal bending axes to a
centroid, as depicted in Figure 3, the centroidal principal axes of bending can eliminate all
off-diagonal terms in a sectional stiffness matrix, as shown in Eq. (2). As a result, one can
fully decouple structural governing equations for beam analysis, resulting in three decoupled






























All in all, the central ideas of POD, principal stresses, and principal bending axes are to
rotate axes for the diagonalization of a covariance matrix, a stress tensor, and a sectional
stiffness tensor, respectively. In matrix theory, all three matrices can be characterized as a
symmetric positive definite matrix whose diagonalization relies on the spectral theorem.9
Conceptually familiar to POD, POD-based ROM is a form of an approximate solution in
structural dynamics. In the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory,3 the governing PDE of a uniform








where v is a transverse displacement, Hc33 is a centroidal bending stiffness, and m is the





where φj is a time-independent mode function and ξj is a weighting coefficient corresponding
to φj . For a proper solution, mode functions are required to admit several properties.
17 For
example, (i) they satisfy geometric boundary conditions, (ii) they are linearly independent,
and so forth. Given mode functions, appropriate modal coefficients can be determined by
methods of weighted residuals,87 namely Galerkin methods, least-squares methods, and




αj(ϑ)Φj(x) + ȳ, (4)
where Φj is a POD basis invariant to parameter ϑ, αj is a coefficient for Φj , and ȳ is the
sample mean of observations. In Eq. (38), ȳ accounts for a deviation from the origin of
a current coordinate system, and Φj weighted by αj delineates variations in observations.
Although structural dynamics analysis can analytically predetermine basis functions to
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solve Eq. (3), POD-based ROM necessitates POD to empirically find basis functions from
compiled data.
1.1.2 Gappy Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Since POD is impotent even in the slightest absence of data, Everson and Sirovich13 devised
gappy POD, which solves a least-squares problem defined with a “gappy” norm and a
“POD” basis. They proposed the gappy norm as an alternative to an L2 norm because
the L2 norm fails to deal with incomplete data for an estimation residual evaluation; thus,
the gappy norm is simply the L2 norm that neglects unavailable data. Through a least-
squares approach, gappy POD can extract a POD basis from an incomplete data set as well
as restore unknown data, treated as missing, in observations. Originally, gappy POD was
proposed for the restoration of randomly marred human face images, but its applications
have spread to other engineering realms; missing data estimation is so general that it can
epitomize diverse problems insofar as appropriate missing data forms can be devised for
them.
After Bui-Thanh4 introduced gappy POD to aerospace engineering, several researchers
applied it to not only literally approximating missing data but also virtually addressing
various problems seemingly irrelevant to missing data estimation. For instance, Venturi
and Karniadakis84 tested gappy POD with other reconstruction methods such as local
kriging and local linear interpolation. Likewise, Murray and Ukeiley58 and Murray and
Seiner57 utilized gappy POD to repair spurious measurements of particle image velocimetry
(PIV) in experimental flow analysis. Meanwhile, other researchers found the potential of
gappy POD in the areas outside the context of flow data restoration. For example, Bui-
Thanh, Damodaran, and Willcox5 solved an inverse airfoil design problem by treating
unknown airfoil coordinates at desired surface pressures as missing. Moreover, Bui-Thanh4
used gappy POD for parametric flowfield prediction, as Willcox86 did for unsteady flow
reconstruction and effective sensor placement. For variable fidelity analysis, Robinson et
al.62 capitalized on gappy POD to map discrepancies between low- and high-fidelity analyses
due to their differences in resolution.
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1.1.3 Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PPCA)
Intriguingly, the applications of both POD and gappy POD can be tackled from a proba-
bilistic point of view with probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA). In order to
impart a probability model to PCA, i.e., POD, Tipping and Bishop82 formulated a proba-
bilistic generalization of PCA, termed PPCA. After Gaussian probabilities are assumed for
the variables of the PPCA factor analysis model, PPCA ends up with a Gaussian probability
model that delineates given observations. Because of this formulation perspective change
from deterministic to probabilistic, the PCA problem of finding an orthogonal basis by axis
rotation is recast into a PPCA problem of finding the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)
of PPCA parameters, namely mean µ, factor-loading matrix W, and variance σ2. As an
illustration, Figure 4 depicts dissimilar problem interpretations of both PCA and PPCA
for the same observations. In Figure 4, each point of view is associated with a disparate
mathematical framework: Figure 4(a) with linear algebra and Figure 4(b) with probability
and statistics theories. Since Tipping and Bishop82 proposed PPCA, it has been utilized
for such applications as speech recognition70 and the determination of empirical orthogonal




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































p(tj ;µ,W , σ2)?
(b) Probabilistic
Figure 4: Change of formulation perspectives
8
For a statistical parameter inference, Tipping and Bishop82 employed an expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm,10 an iterative method conducive to the presence of missing
or hidden data. With the help of the EM algorithm, they developed an EM algorithm for
PPCA (EM-PCA) that alternates between an expectation step (E-step) and a maximization
step (M-step) to yield PPCA MLEs through iterations. More importantly, by virtue of
the EM algorithm, the EM-PCA can naturally deal with not only a complete but also
an incomplete data set; in other words, the EM-PCA is able to address the applications
of both POD and gappy POD. For instance, given a complete data set, the EM-PCA
can find an orthogonal basis Vq through its non-orthogonal factor-loading matrix W after
orthogonalization that removes additional rotation R, as shown in Figure 5. Likewise,
given an incomplete data set, the EM-PCA can approximate missing, unknown observations






































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5: Relationship between W and V
1.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
Having established that the EM-PCA can handle the applications of both POD and gappy
POD, this research formulates its primary research objectives and methodological hypothe-
ses as follows.
Research Objective 1. To facilitate the use of the EM-PCA in addressing the problems of
aerospace engineering, this research attempts to theoretically and numerically compare and
9
contrast the EM-PCA and to both POD and gappy POD for basis extraction and missing
data estimation.
Methodological Hypothesis 1. The EM-PCA yields identical results to those of POD
and gappy POD, but it is computationally more efficient than POD and gappy POD in
terms of computational time.
To demonstrate the potential of the EM-PCA, this research applies the EM-PCA to the
reduced-order modeling of NPSS as an efficient method for basis extraction. Furthermore,
since the EM-PCA is capable of dealing with incomplete data, it is utilized for PIV data
restoration as an efficient method for missing data estimation. In pursuing Research Objec-
tive 1, this research attempts to address the following research questions and corresponding
hypotheses to separately evaluate Methodological Hypothesis 1 for different types of data
sets.
Research Question 1.1. For an intact data set, is the EM-PCA computationally com-
petitive with POD methods for basis extraction?
Hypothesis 1.1. For an intact data set, the EM-PCA takes less computational time than
POD.
Research Question 1.2. For an incomplete data set whose missing data are only at a
single snapshot, is the EM-PCA computationally competitive with gappy POD for basis
extraction and missing data estimation?
Hypothesis 1.2. For an incomplete data set whose missing data are only at a single
snapshot, the EM-PCA takes less computational time than gappy POD.
Research Question 1.3. For an incomplete data set whose missing data are across all
the snapshots, is the EM-PCA computationally competitive with gappy POD for basis
extraction and missing data estimation?
Hypothesis 1.3. For an incomplete data set whose missing data are across all the snap-
shots, the EM-PCA takes less computational time than gappy POD.
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Research Question 1.1 aims to test Hypothesis 1.1 for a complete data set, and both
Research Questions 1.2 and 1.3 aim to test Hypotheses 1.2 and 1.3 for an incomplete data
set. Note that an incomplete data set is further decomposed into two missing data types
based on its missing data characteristic observed in the literature of gappy POD applica-
tions; one is deficient of data only at a single snapshot, such as flow data assimilation84 or
inverse airfoil design,5 and the other is absent of data across all the snapshots, such as PIV
data restoration.57,58 To verify the aforementioned hypotheses, this research designs several
numerical experiments for the comparison of the EM-PCA to POD and to gappy POD as
follows:
Experiments
• Complete data sets generated by full potential equation (FPE) and Euler CFD solvers
• Incomplete data sets generated by an Euler CFD solver after 30% of simulation data
are artificially removed
Throughout the comparative studies in this research, the computational performance of the
algorithms are measured with two metrics, namely computational time and the number of
iterations; the former indicates an overall performance assessment, and the latter reveals
an estimation error reduction per iteration.
As this research strives to answer Research Questions 1.2 and 1.3, it found no research
literature that elucidates the theoretical relationship between the EM-PCA and gappy POD.
Hence, in an effort to facilitate the comparative studies of the EM-PCA and gappy POD,
the second research objective arises.
Research Objective 2. To compare and contrast the EM-PCA to gappy POD, this re-
search attempts to identify the formulation similarities and disparities of the EM-PCA and
gappy POD.
Due to insufficient knowledge regarding the relationship between the EM-PCA and
gappy POD, this research cannot further develop a methodological hypothesis relevant to
Research Objective 2 and subsequent research questions. However, this research will address
Research Objective 2 in detail with the help of a unifying least-squares perspective later
11
in Chapter 4 as it accumulates observations related to their formulation similarities and
disparities.
1.3 Contributions and Dissertation Outline
In summary, the objective of this research is to promote the EM-PCA in lieu of POD and
gappy POD to effectively address basis extraction and missing data estimation applications
in aerospace engineering. Overall, the main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
(i) It introduces the EM-PCA in the realm of aerospace engineering; (ii) it compares the EM-
PCA with both POD and gappy POD quantitatively and qualitatively, specifically through
a comparative study of the EM-PCA and gappy POD that (ii–1) provides a unifying least-
squares perspective that integrates both the EM-PCA and gappy POD within a common
formulation framework., (ii–2) identifies the similarities and disparities of the EM-PCA and
gappy POD, and (ii–3) quantifies the theoretical and numerical effects of different bases
and norms of the EM-PCA and gappy POD; and (iii) it demonstrates the benefits of the
EM-PCA over gappy POD in several aerospace applications: (iii–1) the ROM of NPSS to
facilitate airframe- and engine-integrated aircraft design, and (iii–2) the restoration of PIV
data to efficiently rectify spurious PIV measurements.
Overall, this thesis is organized as follows. After the introduction, Chapter 2 articulates
the theories of deterministic and probabilistic POD formulations; the former comprises POD
and gappy POD, and the latter includes PPCA along with the EM-PCA. Subsequently,
Chapters 3 and 4 present two comparative studies that theoretically and numerically ex-
amine the EM-PCA to compare it to both POD and gappy POD. In particular, in the
second comparative study, Chapter 4 analyzes the dissimilar formulations of gappy POD
and the EM-PCA from the unifying least-squares perspective. Moreover, it formulates the
hybrid algorithms of gappy POD and the EM-PCA so as to delve into the ramifications of
their disparate bases and norms for missing data estimation. Afterwards, to demonstrate
the advantages of the EM-PCA, Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate two aerospace applications:
POD-based ROM construction for NPSS and PIV data reconstruction as examples of basis
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extraction and missing data estimation, respectively. Finally, Chapter 7 closes this disserta-
tion with conclusions and recommendations for future work, followed by Appendices A and
B, each of which provides a mathematical proof related to the derivation of the EM-PCA





This section briefly describes the two POD formulations, i.e., the original POD and the
method of snapshots, to extract an orthogonal basis from a snapshot ensemble of complete
data. For convenience, the former and the latter are hereafter denoted as standard POD
and snapshot POD, respectively. Subsequently, this section elucidates the formulation of
gappy POD, which is extended based on POD, to handle a snapshot ensemble of incomplete
data for orthogonal basis extraction as well as missing data estimation.
In order to simplify formulation derivations, this section introduces mean-subtracted
quantities, ẏj ∈ Rd and Ẏ = {ẏj}Nj=1 ∈ Rd×N , for each snapshot yj ∈ Rd and snapshot
ensemble Y = {yj}Nj=1 ∈ Rd×N , respectively. A mean-centered snapshot ẏj is evaluated
from a snapshot yj such that ẏj = yj − ȳ, where ȳ ∈ Rd is a sample mean normally
determined by ȳ = (1/N)
∑N
j=1 yj . In case of the presence of unknown missing data, the








where nij = 1 if yij is available; if not, nij = 0. In the same manner, the ensemble
of mean-centered snapshots Ẏ is computed from the collection of snapshots Y such that
Ẏ = Y − ȳ1TN , where 1N ∈ RN is a column vector of N ones given by 1N = (1, . . . , 1)T.
Without loss of generality, this section will denote ẏj and Ẏ as yj and Y, respectively, for
notational convenience.
2.1.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
In view of a linear algebra framework, POD pertains to changing a given basis into an
orthogonal basis, i.e., principal components, through diagonalizing a sample covariance ma-
trix of observations.74 In formulation, POD has two versions; standard POD deals with a
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d-by-d sample covariance matrix of the column vectors of Y, and so does snapshot POD
with an N -by-N sample covariance matrix of the row vectors of Y. Depending on the size
of Y, the standard POD method is recommended when d < N ; otherwise, the snapshot
POD method is preferable to the standard POD method for computational efficiency. For
example, the snapshot POD method is a general choice for high-fidelity aerodynamic sim-
ulation data because the number of grid points d is usually much larger than the number
of snapshots N . Note that the rank of a snapshot ensemble rank(Y) is typically less than
either d or N such that rank(Y) < min{d,N}. Although there is a continuous POD formu-
lation, this section delineates only discrete POD formulations that are useful for a snapshot
ensemble obtained from successive physical experiments or numerical simulations; for the
other continuous formulations, refer to the work of Sirovich.77
2.1.1.1 Standard Method
For a given snapshot ensemble Y, the standard POD method extracts a d number of
orthogonal basis vectors spanning the column space of Y. A sample covariance matrix





and the orthogonal basis, on which S is uncorrelated, can be found with either eigenvalue
decomposition (EVD) or singular value decomposition (SVD) of S such that
SV = VΛ or S = VΛVT,
which yields eigenvectors V ∈ Rd×d that span the column space of Y and a diagonal matrix
Λ ∈ Rd×d that lists a d number of eigenvalues corresponding to V in its diagonal. Because
S is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, eigenvectors in V are orthogonal to each
other, and eigenvalues in Λ are real values greater than or equal to zero.
2.1.1.2 Snapshot Method
For efficient basis extraction, Sirovich77 devised the method of snapshots, the snapshot
POD method, to obviate handling S whose size is prone to large for Y whose d > N . The
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snapshot POD method evaluates a sample covariance matrix R ∈ RN×N of the row space





and applies EVD or SVD to R as follows:
RU = UΛN or R = UΛNU
T,
where an eigenvector matrix U ∈ RN×N forms the orthogonal basis of the row space of Y,
and a diagonal matrix ΛN ∈ RN×N contains an N number of corresponding eigenvalues
of U in diagonal. Analogous to S, R is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, thus
U is orthogonal and Λ is semi-positive real. Note that the above described procedures
are identical to invoking the previous standard POD method to a transposed snapshot
ensemble YT. Once the row space basis U is achieved, it is required to be transformed into
the column space basis such that
VN = YU
with the use of Y as a linear transformation such that Y : RN 7→ Rd. Finally, unlike
the standard POD method producing a d number of basis vectors V, the snapshot POD
method generates an N number of basis vectors VN ∈ Rd×N spanning the column space of
Y. As long as N is large enough to rank(Y), the snapshot POD is sufficient to extract the
essential orthogonal basis vectors of Y.
2.1.1.3 POD-Based Approximation
Provided that orthogonal basis vectors V is invariant for the given Y and q < rank(Y),
Y can be approximated as a linear combination of the first q dominant basis vectors of V
such that
Y ≈ VqA,
where A is a coefficient matrix. For the best approximation of Y with Vq, A can be found
as the solution of a least-squares problem:
min. ‖Y −VqA‖2L2 w.r.t. A,
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2.1.2 Gappy Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
2.1.2.1 Formulation
In case of without any missing data, an arbitrary snapshot yj that belongs to a snapshot
ensemble Y can be represented as a linear combination of a POD basis Vq such that
yj ≈ ỹj = Vqbj as shown in Section 2.1.1.3. For the best approximation, a modal coefficient





w.r.t. bj , (5)
which yields the optimal coefficient bj = (V
T
q Vq)
−1VTq yj for the given basis Vq.
Similarly in the presence of gappy data, missing data elements in an incomplete snapshot
ẙj can be restored by adopting the same least-squares approach in Eq. (5) using ẙj ≈ Vqbj





w.r.t. bj . (6)
However, the unknown missing elements in ẙj causes to fail the evaluation of the above
squared residual expressed in the L2 norm in Eq. (6). In order to work around this issue,
Everson & Sirovich13 came up with the gappy norm defined with the gappy inner product
( · , · )n on Rd such that
‖yj‖2n := (yj ,yj)n = (nj ◦ ẙj ,nj ◦ ẙj)L2 = ‖nj ◦ ẙj‖2L2 , (7)
where ◦ denotes a Hadamard product, i.e., point-wise multiplication, and nj is a mask
vector corresponding to an incomplete snapshot ẙj to screen out missing data in ẙj . The





0 if yij is missing,
1 if yij is known.
for i = 1, . . . , d. (8)
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Note that masking by nj for ẙj implies to assign a sample mean to each missing data element
in ẙj since a snapshot is beforehand treated as mean-centered for convenience in Section 2.1.



















w.r.t. bj . (10)
In order to find bj satisfying Eq. (10), one can rephrase Vqbj in a vector form such
that Vqbj =
∑q
i=1 bijvi and evaluates the first derivative of r
2























































(nj ◦ yj)T(nj ◦ yj)− 2
q∑
i=1






bijbkj(nj ◦ vi)T(nj ◦ vk)
)
= −2(nj ◦ yj)T(nj ◦ vi) + 2
q∑
k=1
bkj(nj ◦ vi)T(nj ◦ vk).





(nj ◦ vi)T(nj ◦ vk)
)−1
(nj ◦ yj)T(nj ◦ vi), (11)
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for k = 1 ∼ q. After all, the least-squares problem of gappy POD in Eq. (10) is reduced to
a system of q linear equations such that
Mibij = fij , where Mi =
q∑
k=1
(nj ◦ vi)T(nj ◦ vk), and fij = (nj ◦ yj)T(nj ◦ vi),
for i = 1, . . . , q. Note that the optimal bij of gappy POD in Eq. (11) has an identical form








except that every vector in Eq. (11) is masked by nj . Once bj is obtained from Eq. (11),






(Vqbj)ij if nij = 0,
yij if nij = 1,
for i = 1, . . . , d,
leaving known data intact. Note that the gappy POD presumes a POD basis Vq is obtain-
able, and yet the true Vq is not known a priori unless all the data of snapshots are available.
Therefore, gappy POD has to repeat basis and coefficient evaluations through iterations;
the former derives an estimated basis Ṽq from an intermediate snapshot ensemble Ỹ, and
the latter rectifies the estimated snapshot ensemble Ỹ by repairing missing data using the
previous basis estimate Ṽq.
2.1.2.2 Limitations of Gappy POD
Although the gappy POD formulation in Section 2.1.2.1 is designed for missing data estima-
tion, gappy POD is not a panacea that can treat all types of missing data; it is inapplicable
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to two particular structures of missing data that miss either an entire row or an entire
column of a data set. For illustration, Figure 6 delineates the two unusual types of missing
data, which break down gappy POD. One of the extreme cases, shown in Figure 6(a), is
completely absent of one of snapshots, which causes a null mask vector, i.e., nj = 0, for the
corresponding entirely missing snapshot ẙj . Because of this empty mask vector, the least-
squares coefficient bj in Eq. (11) vanishes; consequently, gappy POD is unable to estimate
all missing data of the relevant missing snapshot.
Similarly, Figure 6(b) delineates the other missing data type, whose total observations
at a certain measurement point are missing, indicating that an entire row of a snapshot
ensemble is unavailable. This case prevents gappy POD from computing a sample mean at
a specific location, and thus, it cannot properly initialize missing data at the location with a
sample mean. Note that the two extreme missing data cases in Figure 6, both of which fail
gappy POD, are impractical other than a formulation aspect. For instance, one can easily
remove an entire data-missing snapshot from a snapshot ensemble circumventing the first
missing data type in Figure 6(a). Likewise, one would avert the second missing data type
in Figure 6(b), caused by inherent measurement limitations, if all the deficient observations
matter for a physical or numerical experimental purpose.


x x x · · · ∗ x x
x x x · · · ∗ x x








x x x · · · ∗ x x
x x x · · · ∗ x x
x x x · · · ∗ x x


(a) An entire snapshot missing


x x x · · · x x x
x x x · · · x x x








x x x · · · x x x
x x x · · · x x x
x x x · · · x x x


(b) All observations missing at a measure-
ment location
Figure 6: Two extreme missing data cases∗
∗A ∗ denotes a missing data element.
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2.2 Probabilistic Formulation
This section presents a probabilistic interpretation of the standard POD, namely PPCA.
For a statistical parameter interference, PPCA invokes the EM algorithm, resulting in the
EM-PCA. By virtue of the EM algorithm, the EM-PCA can also approximate missing data
like gappy POD. For the sake of derivation simplicity, as similar to the POD derivations
in Section 2.1, both a snapshot yj and a snapshot ensemble Y are treated as mean-centered
since µ is a nuisance parameter† in PPCA parameter estimation.
2.2.1 Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis
2.2.1.1 Latent Variable Model
Tipping and Bishop82 developed PPCA presuming a latent variable model that relates an
observed variable yj ∈ Rd to a linear latent variable‡ xj ∈ Rq where d q. For an arbitrary
observation yj , the linear latent variable model is given by
yj(xj ; W) = Wxj ,
where W ∈ Rd×q is a factor-loading matrix that represents a linear mapping, i.e., W :
xj 7→ yj . With the assumption of an additional error ε ∈ Rd for yj independent of the
latent variable xj , an error accounted observation tj ∈ Rd is
tj(xj ; W, ε) = Wxj + ε. (12)
Note that the latent variable model in Eq. (12) conveys the idea of dimensionality reduction
because a high-dimensional observation tj can be delineated by a low-dimensional latent
variable xj through the mapping W. For the derivation of the probability density model
of tj , several assumptions are introduced to Eq. (12): (i) a unit isotropic Gaussian dis-
tribution for xj such that xj ∼ N (0, I), and (ii) an isotropic Gaussian noise for ε such
that ε ∼ N (0, σ2I). Finally, tj ends up with a Gaussian probability model such that
tj ∼ N (0,WWT + σ2I).
†µ can be simply evaluated by a sample mean.
‡In statistics, a latent variable is a hidden variable that lurks under an observed variable, so it can be
inferred only from the observed variable
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2.2.1.2 Probability Model
The probability distribution of tj given xj can be formulated with the help of the probability
model of ε given by







Since ε = tj −Wxj , the conditional probability of tj given xj is found as















the marginal probability of tj is
p(tj ; W, σ
2) =
∫








where the model covariance C is defined as
C = WWT + σ2I.

















where a matrix M is given by M = WTW + σ2I.
2.2.1.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimates
For the derivation of WML and σ
2
ML, i.e., the MLE of W and σ
2, the log-likelihood function






















According to the method of maximum likelihood, WML and σ
2
ML can be found from the
first derivative of L in Eq. (14) with respect to each parameter. Nevertheless, the maximum
likelihood method fails to admit analytic solutions for WML and σ
2
ML since the following
stationary equations in Eq. (15) have no closed form solutions.
∂L
∂W
= 0 =⇒ (C−1S− I)C−1W = 0,
∂L
∂σ2
= 0 =⇒ I−C−1S = 0,
(15)
Although Eq. (15) cannot help derive WML and σ
2
ML, Tipping and Bishop
82 utilized
the SVD of W such that W = Q1ΩQ
T







λj , and WML = Vq(Λq − σ2Iq)1/2QT2 , (16)
where Vq contains q eigenvectors of S, Λq lists q eigenvalues of S corresponding to Vq in
diagonal, and Q2 is an orthonormal matrix representing an arbitrary rotation.
In Eq. (16), σ2ML is the average of a d−q number of abandoned eigenvalues of S indicating
a projection error by whittling a dimension down from d to q. Whereas WML in Eq. (16)
is linearly transformed Vq through two additional operations: scaling by (Λq − σ2Iq)1/2
and rotation by Q2. Because of the additional linear transformations implicit in WML,
a post-process is inevitable to retrieve Vq from WML. Note that the column vectors of
WML do span the same q dimensional subspace as does those of Vq; however, they are not
orthogonal.
2.2.1.4 EM Algorithm for PPCA
Although Tipping and Bishop82 showed that WML and σ
2
ML in Eq. (16) can be indirectly
achievable with the SVD of S, the EM algorithm is indispensable for PPCA to find its
parameter MLEs if observations involve missing data. Dempster, Laird, and Rubin10 de-
veloped the EM algorithm adumbrating several feasible applications of it, and later, Rubin
and Thayer64 articulated it for a factor analysis model pertinent to PPCA. Afterwards,
Tipping and Bishop82 capitalized on the EM algorithm formulating the EM-PCA to derive
PPCA parameter MLEs. For parameter estimation, the EM algorithm iteratively yields
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parameter MLEs alternating two steps: an E-step and an M-step. The E-step estimates
unknown variables given current parameter estimates, and the subsequent M-step corrects
the parameter estimates given the estimated variables in the previous E-step so as to max-
imize the expectation of a log-likelihood function. Literally, the EM algorithm requires the
presence of hidden or missing data, yet applications of the EM algorithm are not limited
only to incomplete observations since the existence of missing data is a virtual device to
exploit the EM algorithm. Theoretically, the EM algorithm can always reach a local max-
imum of a likelihood function,10 and particularly for PPCA, the EM-PCA can locate the
global maximum of a likelihood function.82
For the application of the EM algorithm to PPCA, tj and xj are combined to generate
a data set with inherent missing data due to xj . The probability model of the combined
data set (tj ,xj) can be found as the joint distribution of tj and xj such that















Expectation Step If observations contain no missing data, a latent variable xj is the
only unknown data to be estimated. From the posterior probability of xj in Eq. (13) such
that
p(xj |tj) = N (M−1WTtj , σ2M−1)
the expectation of xj is determined as 〈xj〉 = M−1WTtj . However, if observations have
some missing data, both xj and tj are the two unknown variables to be estimated. There-
fore, along with the evaluation of 〈xj〉, the E-step necessitates the evaluation of 〈tj〉 such
that 〈tj〉 = Wxj from the conditional probability of tj in Eq. (13). In a matrix form, both
〈xj〉 and 〈tj〉 can be expressed as
〈X〉 = M−1WTT, and 〈T〉 = WX.
with X = {xj}Nj=1 ∈ Rq×N and T = {tj}Nj=1 ∈ Rd×N . Note that an E-step normally
evaluates only 〈xj〉, and when it evaluates both 〈xj〉 and 〈tj〉, it is called a generalized
E-step.63
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Maximization Step Given the joint probability distribution of (tj ,xj) in Eq. (17), the











































〈X〉 = M−1WTT, and 〈XXT〉 = σ2M−1 + 〈X〉〈X〉T. (20)
Finally, parameter estimates that maximize 〈LC〉 in Eq. (19) can be derived from the first
derivatives of 〈LC〉 with respect to W and σ2 as below.
∂〈LC〉
∂W
= 0 =⇒ W̃ = T〈X〉T〈XXT〉−1,
∂〈LC〉
∂σ2








EM-PCA After all, the previously E- and M-steps constitute the EM-PCA such that





〈T〉 = WX, (22b)





under a zero-noise limit, i.e., limσ2 → 0. In addition to the EM-PCA in Eq. (22), which
presumes mean-centered data, the EM-PCA can easily expand to incorporate a mean esti-
mation with a sample mean t̄ in the M-step as follows.



















µ̃ = t̄, (23d)
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where T = t̄1TN ∈ Rd×N , which contains t̄ in column. Note that if observations include no
missing data, both the EM-PCA algorithms in Eq. (22) and Eq. (23) can ignore the evalu-
ation of 〈T〉 in their E-step. Since W is the parameter related to Vq as shown in Eq. (16),
the EM-PCA can generate Vq after distilling WML.
2.2.1.5 Limitations of the EM-PCA
As gappy POD is susceptible to the two special missing data types, illustrated in Figure 6,
so is the EM-PCA. For the first type in Figure 6(a), which is absent of an entire column of
a data set, unlike gappy POD, the EM-PCA does not break down though an absent column
will be trivially filled with a sample mean. Similarly, for the other type in Figure 6(b),
which misses an entire row of a data set, the EM-PCA cannot recover a missing row like
gappy POD because a sample mean is unavailable for the completely absent row.
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CHAPTER III
COMPARATIVE STUDY I: EM-PCA VS. POD
3.1 Theoretical Equivalence
3.1.1 Standard POD and PPCA
In Section 2.2.1.3, the MLE of W can be found with the first derivative of the log-likelihood















SC−1W = W. (24)
Tipping and Bishop82 showed that W satisfies Eq. (24) at the following three conditions:
(i) W = 0, (ii) S = C, and (iii) SC−1W = W. Among the three solutions of Eq. (24),
the first solution is trivial, and the second solution indicates that a sample covariance
matrix S is exactly the same as the model covariance matrix C, which is only admissible if
q ≥ rank(S). Unlike the first two solutions, the last solution is conducive to revealing that
the factor-loading matrix W of PPCA is related to the POD basis V of the standard POD.
Let the SVD of W be Q1ΩQ
T
2 where Q1 is a d-by-q orthogonal matrix, Ω is a q-by-
q diagonal matrix, and Q2 is a q-by-q orthogonal matrix. First, C
−1W in the left-hand
















































As the previous Section 2.1.1.1 described that the standard POD formulation addresses the
following EVD or SVD of S such that
SV = VΛ or S = VΛVT,









is the same as Λq, the first q eigenvalues in Λ, which
determines the diagonal elements of Ω as follows:
ωj =
√
λj − σ2 where j = 1, . . . , q.
However, due to arbitrary rotation Q2 that is indeterminate, as noted in the earlier Sec-
tion 2.2.1.3, the analytic solution of W cannot be found by the maximum likelihood method.
Similarly, the MLE of σ2 can be derived from the first derivative of the log-likelihood













which yields a stationary condition for σ2 as follows:
C = S =⇒ σ2Id = S−WWT. (25)







































with the previous findings of Q1 = Vq and Ω
2 + σ2Iq = Λq. Since the LHS of Eq. (25) can









































VTd−q = Vd−q (Λd−q) V
T
d−q =⇒ σ2Id−q = Λd−q,







Note that when q reaches to d, PPCA becomes equivalent to the standard POD, yielding
Q1 = V and ωj =
√
λj .
3.2 Validation with Numerical Simulations
In order to validate a POD basis indirectly obtained by the EM-PCA with that directly
achieved by POD, Lee, Rallabhandi, and Mavris35 applied the EM-PCA to two intact
aerodynamic data sets. The simulation results were collected from two airfoil flowfield
analyses with different flow solvers: one with a FPE solver, and the other with an Euler
CFD solver. For the convergence monitoring of the EM-PCA, the following convergence
criterion such that

















3.2.1 Full Potential Equations
For an FPE solver, this research employed a transonic two-dimensional FPE solver imple-
mented by Malone and Sankar46 based on the rotated difference scheme by Jameson.23
The FPE solver calculates surface pressure coefficients over the NACA 0012 airfoil whose
discretized analysis domain is depicted in Figure 7. In order to generate sample data, Lee,
Rallabhandi, and Mavris35 produced a total of 50 snapshots by varying two parameters: a
Mach number (0.3 ∼ 0.6) and an angle of attack (0◦ ∼ 2◦). With the help of JMP soft-
ware,24 analysis snapshots are populated according to a Latin hypercube design (LHD), a
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space filling design65,75 tailored for computer experiments in design of experiments (DoE).
Through FPE simulations, a 79-by-50 data set is produced, and the the numbe of modes
q for the EM-PCA is set to five based on the eigenspectrum analysis of the data set; five
modes are enough to delineate the total variations observed in the FPE simulation data
set. Due to a relatively small data set size, the EM-PCA with q = 5 converges in a few























Figure 7: Computational domain of FPE analysis
Although the number of surface grid points is 79, the true dimension of the FPE data
set is much lower than 79; according to the normalized eigenspectrum in Figure 9, four
modes delineate 99.99% of variations observed in the data set. For instance, the first mode
captures 93.6% of variations in the data set, and along with the second mode, the first two
dominant modes together describe 99.7% of the variations. Overall, Figure 9 demonstrates
that the EM-PCA can find a normalized eigenspectrum identical to those obtained by the
snapshot POD method. Similar to the eigenspectrum validation in Figure 9, the mode
validation in Figure 10 illustrates that the modes obtained by the EM-PCA perfectly align
with those achieved by the snapshot POD. Note that the quality of modes obtained by
the EM-PCA does not degrade even for insignificant modes, e.g., the third and the fourth






























































































(b) 2nd mode (6.08%)

































(d) 4th mode (0.07%)
Figure 10: FPE surface pressure coefficient mode
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3.2.2 Euler Equations
For the second validation study, Lee, Rallabhandi, and Mavris35 employed an Euler CFD
solver developed by Min et al.54 to analyze the flowfield around the RAE 2822 airfoil. As
shown in Figure 11, the flowfield of interest is discretized into 129 × 33 grid points, and
two parameters changed are a Mach number (0.4 ∼ 0.6) and an angle of attack (0◦ ∼
2◦). Similar to the previous validation study in Section 3.2.1, they utilized JMP24 to
efficiently generate 200 snapshots with a maximum entropy design, resulting in a 4257-by-
200 pressure data set. In Figure 12, the validation of a normalized eigenspectrum shows
that the EM-PCA with q = 20, whose convergence behavior is depicted in Figure 13, can
find exactly the same eigenvalues as those obtained by the snapshot POD. Unlike the FPE
analysis in Section 3.2.1, the normalized eigenspectrum in Figure 12 conveys that huge
dimensionality reduction from 4257 to 10 is achieved since 10 modes are enough to capture
overall variations observed in the Euler data set. Like the FPE analysis in Section 3.2.1,
the first two dominant modes account for 99.3% of variations in the Euler data set, and
the four leading modes delineate 99.77% of the variations. Analogous to the eigenspectrum
validation in Section 3.2.1, the EM-PCA can produce pressure data modes identical to those












































































































































(b) 2nd mode (17.65%)













































(d) 4th mode (0.13%)
Figure 14: Contours of modes for the Euler airfoil pressure data
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3.3 Computational Efficiency Investigation
3.3.1 POD Methods and the EM-PCA
Table 1: Computational complexity comparison




Speed O(Nd) +O(d3) O(Nd) +O(N3) O(qT op + q2N)a O(Ndq)
a T op is the complexity of multiplying T by a vector.45
Based on the work of several researchers,45,63,83 Table 1 summarizes the computational
complexity of the two POD methods and the EM-PCA in terms of the big O notation. In
addition, Table 1 also includes the computational complexity of the snapshot POD using the
Lanczos algorithm since the algorithm is known as the most efficient scheme for extracting a
low number of eigenvectors from a symmetric matrix. Note that both the EM-PCA and the
Lanczos algorithm are iterative methods whose efficiency are affected by their convergence
characteristics.
To begin with the POD methods, the POD algorithm is consist of two operations: the
evaluation of a sample covariance matrix and the diagonalization of a sample covariance
matrix with either EVD or SVD. According to Roweis,63 the computational complexity of
the standard POD is O(Nd2) for its first step and O(d3) for its second step, and likewise,
that of the snapshot POD at its each step is O(dN2) and O(N3), respectively. Since
high-fidelity aerodynamic analyses produce simulation data whose number of grid points
d is enormous to whose number of snapshots N , the snapshot POD is a typical choice
for efficient basis evaluations. However, as more design parameters are required for POD-
based ROM, a snapshot ensemble size N has to grow because more snapshots are necessary
for accurate modal coefficient approximation. This tendency of increasing N due to more
parameters in POD-base ROM is expected to deteriorate the computational performance of
the snapshot POD. In contrast, the computational complexity of the EM-PCA is O(dNq),
which is linear to both d and N compared to the complexity of the standard and snapshot
POD methods, both of whose complexities are cubic to d and N , respectively. Therefore,
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the EM-PCA is more scalable with the increase of either d or N than the standard and
snapshot POD methods. Moreover, the complexity of the EM-PCA is linear to q, which is
computationally beneficial when q is small. As an illustration, Roweis63 demonstrated that
the EM-PCA outperforms POD in the case of extracting only the first mode.
In order to examine the computational performance of the EM-PCA to the POD meth-
ods, this research measured their computational time, changing the number of modes q
from one to four and the snapshot size N from 100 to 400 at intervals of 100. For sample
data generation, the same two flow parameters as those for the earlier validation study
in Section 3.2.2 were varied within the same ranges. Likewise, the previously utilized Euler
CFD solver was employed again for the analysis of a flowfiled around the RAE 2822 airfoil
at the various conditions of a Mach number and an angle of attack. Because of the random
basis initialization of W, the EM-PCA was run for 100 times, and then its computational
time was averaged to mitigate random effect in measuring the performance of the EM-PCA.
For numerical experiments, all tested algorithms were implemented in Matlab, and the
Lanczos algorithm is realized with a Matlab function eigs, which relies on the well-known
Fortran Library ARPACK.38 Note that only the snapshot POD was tested since d N .
Overall, Figure 15 delineates the computational time measurements of all the tested
algorithms as N increases at each q value. First, in case of q = 1 in Figure 15(a), although
the EM-PCA is slightly faster than the snapshot POD with the Lanczos algorithm, it is
the most efficient than any other methods across all N values. As q grows from one to
two, Figure 15(b) shows that the performance of the EM-PCA becomes almost identical to
that of the snapshot POD with the Lanczos algorithm, but still the EM-PCA outperforms
the snapshot POD. After q = 3, the EM-PCA is no more efficient than the the snapshot
POD with the Lanczos algorithm, and its computational time is comparable to that of the
snapshot POD. Finally, at q = 4 in Figure 15(d), the EM-PCA becomes slower than the
snapshot POD. Therefore, the performance investigation results in Figure 15 convey that
the EM-PCA is not much computationally favorable to other POD methods in contrary to
its expected performance based on Table 1. Most of all, the differentials of computational
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Snapshot POD w/ Lanczos
EM-PCA rand init.
(b) q = 2
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Snapshot POD w/ Lanczos
EM-PCA rand init.
(d) q = 4
Figure 15: Variations in computational time with q increase for Euler airfoil pressure data
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In order to delve into the observed ill-performance of the EM-PCA in Figure 15, this
research examines the convergence characteristics of the EM-PCA. As an illustration, Fig-
ure 16 depicts the convergence history of the EM-PCA at q = 7, measured by a normalized
RMSR of W. As shown in Figure 16, the EM-PCA generally exhibits precipitative normal-
ized RMSR reduction at early iterations, followed by a relatively slow convergence behavior
throughout the rest of iterations. The convergence pattern in Figure 16 conveys that the
EM-PCA struggles for convergence due to low-frequency errors that are hard to decay.
Therefore, the EM-PCA necessitates more iterations, resulting in poor computational per-
























EM-PCA rand init. (q = 7)
Figure 16: Convergence history of W
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CHAPTER IV
COMPARATIVE STUDY II: EM-PCA VS. GAPPY POD
4.1 Formulation of a Unifying Least-Squares Perspective
Unlike the transparent relationship between PPCA and the standard POD in Chapter 3,
the analytical connection between the EM-PCA and gappy POD is obscure except that they
both result from POD. Therefore, this section attempts to manipulate the formulations of
the EM-PCA and gappy POD to reveal their theoretical relationship and to develop research
questions and corresponding hypotheses associated with Research Objective 2 in Chapter 1.
4.1.1 Reformulation of Gappy POD and the EM-PCA
4.1.1.1 Gappy POD Recast in Forms of Matrix Multiplication
The least-squares problem for gappy POD in Eq. (10), translated from the gappy norm to
the L2 norm, is
min.




which is not as transparent as ordinary matrix multiplication due to the Hadamard prod-
uct. In order to facilitate a comparative study, Lee and Mavris32,33 proposes to recast the
Hadamard product into matrix multiplication such that
nj ◦ yj = Njyj (26)
by introducing a diagonal matrix Nj ∈ Rd×d for nj ∈ Rd, which lists nj in its diagonal, i.e.,
Nj = diag(nj). Note that Nj is symmetric, for it is diagonal, and because of zeros and ones
in the diagonal, it is positive semi-definite and singular. Moreover, Nj is a projection since
N2j = Nj . With the help of the relationship in Eq. (26), the gappy norm defined in Eq. (7)
can be expressed as
‖yj‖2n = (yj ,yj)n = (nj ◦ ẙj ,nj ◦ ẙj)L2 = (Njyj ,Njyj)L2 = yTj Njyj , (27)
which reveals that a squared gappy norm is equivalent to a weighted inner product of yj
with either zero or one weight.
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With the transformation shown in Eq. (27), the squared estimation residual of gappy
POD, shown in Eq. (9), can be rephrased in matrix multiplications:



























As with the previous derivation process of gappy POD in Section 2.1.2, the stationary point
of bj can be found after taking a derivative of r
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T yj , (28)
which corresponds to bij in Eq. (11) derived in Section 2.1.2. Note that the matrix mul-
tiplied by yj in Eq. (28), i.e., (V
T
q NjVq)
−1(NjVq)T, must change in accordance with ẙj
because Nj is unique to each ẙj . As a result, gappy POD requires as many evaluations of
(VTq NjVq)
−1(NjVq)T as the number of ẙj . Note that despite more transparency, Eq. (28)
is computationally less efficient than the original formulation in Eq. (11) because of matrix
operations including a full matrix Nj . Therefore, gappy POD is implemented based on its
original formulation described in Section 2.1.2.
4.1.1.2 EM-PCA as an Iterative Optimizer
Unlike gappy POD, which directly tackles a least-squares problem in a deterministic way,
the EM-PCA does not address an explicit form of a least-squares problem; instead, the
EM-PCA is designed to maximize the expected log-likelihood in Eq. (19) by alternating the
E-step and the M-step to find probability parameter estimates. During iterations, the EM-
PCA repeats both E- and M-steps in such a way that the E-step computes unknown variables
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while keeping parameter estimates fixed and, similarly, the subsequent M-step evaluates the
parameter estimates while holding the unknown variables constant. Interestingly, this EM-
PCA process is equivalent to iteratively solving a least-squares problem because the EM
algorithm belongs to bound optimization methods that are known to carry out fixed-point
iterations for optimization.20 After all, provided that observations are free of measurement
errors, the EM-PCA in Eq. (22) is actually identical to minimizing an averaged squared














in a fixed-point iteration fashion. Indeed, the same equations as those of the EM-PCA,
listed in Eq. (22), can be achieved after R2 in Eq. (29) is differentiated with respect to each
























which ascertains that the EM-PCA implicitly minimizes R2 in Eq. (29) in an iterative
manner. Hence, similar to the least-squares problem of gappy POD in Eq. (10), the EM-






to restore missing data in an observed variable yj . For a coefficient xj , a squared residual
r2j is evaluated as
r2j = ‖yj −Wxj‖2L2 =
(
yj −Wxj ,yj −Wxj
)
L2





and like the earlier derivation of bj for gappy POD in Section 4.1.1.1, the optimal least-

















corresponding to 〈xj〉 of the E-step, shown in Eq. (22a). Note that xj in Eq. (31), as opposed
to bj in Eq. (28), has a constant multiplying matrix (W
TW)−1WT by yj , regardless of
a gappy snapshot ẙj . Thus, the least-squares coefficient evaluation of the EM-PCA is
expected to be more efficient than that of gappy POD per evaluation.
4.1.2 Algorithmic Analysis of Gappy POD and the EM-PCA
4.1.2.1 Generalized least-squares Problem Integrating Gappy POD and the EM-PCA
As elucidated previously in Section 4.1.1, gappy POD solves a least-squares problem ex-
plicitly, and interestingly, the EM-PCA does so implicitly. For a methodical comparison
of both gappy POD and the EM-PCA, each least-squares problem of gappy POD and the





w.r.t. Φ and cj , (32)
where Φ is a basis, α is a norm, and cj is a coefficient for Φ. Therefore, in view of a least-
squares perspective, the two missing-data reconstruction methods share the generalized
least-squares problem in Eq. (32), which requires the evaluation of a basis Φ and a least-
squares coefficient cj . Their difference, however, lies in their choices of a basis Φ for a
subspace projection and a norm α for a squared residual evaluation, both of which together
result in a disparate coefficient cj that reflects their algorithmic characteristics to address
missing data estimation.
Overall, Table 2 summarizes the similarities and the disparities of gappy POD and
the EM-PCA to contrast each step of both formulations. To begin with the similarities,
they both solve a least-squares problem that reduces to a twofold algorithm: basis and
least-squares coefficient evaluations. Despite their similar processes, they differ in each
step due to their disparities in a basis Φ and a norm α. In detail, to evaluate a basis,
gappy POD exploits POD for a POD basis Vq, which is orthogonal, whereas the EM-PCA
relies on its M-step for a factor-loading matrix W, which is non-orthogonal. Likewise, to
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Table 2: Least-squares formulations of gappy POD and the EM-PCA










w.r.t. bj w.r.t. xj and W





































evaluate a least-squares coefficient, owing to their norm difference, both gappy POD and
the EM-PCA end up with dissimilar least square problems: the former being a weighted
least-squares problem and the latter being an ordinary least-squares problem.
Table 2 conveys that each step of the EM-PCA is more efficient than that of gappy POD
for the following reasons. First, regarding a basis evaluation, gappy POD relies on a POD
operation that involves numerically expensive EVD or SVD. In contrast, the EM-PCA
generates a basis through mere matrix multiplication and inversion, both of which are less
demanding than either EVD or SVD. The computational cost of W is expected to grow with
q because of the q-by-q matrix inversion, (XXT)−1, but that of Vq is expensive cubically to
N or d, depending on snapshot or standard POD, respectively. Second, as to a coefficient
evaluation, the computational advantage of the EM-PCA over gappy POD becomes more




necessitates a new evaluation for every data-missing snapshot. Therefore, gappy POD must
compute the multiplied matrix the same number of times as the number of data-missing
snapshots. Consequently, the coefficient evaluation of gappy POD is susceptible to a data set
that contains a number of data-missing snapshots due to scattered missing data. However,
the EM-PCA utilizes a constant multiplied matrix by yj , (W
TW)−1WT, invariant to yj .
Thus, the EM-PCA requires a single evaluation of the multiplied matrix regardless of the
number of data-missing snapshots. As a result, the theoretical dissection of gappy POD
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Table 3: Least-squares formulations of hybrid algorithms
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Vq given by POD
and the EM-PCA, recapitulated in Table 2, infers that the EM-PCA is preferable to gappy
POD in concern of computational cost for a given fixed number of basis vectors.
4.1.2.2 Hybrid Algorithms of Gappy POD and the EM-PCA
Since a basis and a norm are the two fundamental elements characterizing both gappy
POD and the EM-PCA, their hybrid algorithms can easily be devised by blending their
bases and norms. For example, one algorithm can be composed of a non-orthogonal basis
W and the gappy norm, each of which derives from the EM-PCA and gappy POD, respec-
tively. Likewise, the other one can be comprised of an orthogonal basis Vq and the L
2 norm,
each of which is adopted from gappy POD and the EM-PCA, respectively. For notational
convenience, the former and the latter hybrid algorithms are termed as “Hybrid 1” and
“Hybrid 2,” respectively, whose formulation characteristics are delineated in Table 3, sim-
ilar to Table 2. These hybrid algorithms are particularly useful for investigating different
basis and norm effects on missing data estimation in comparison with their originals later
in Section 4.2. Note that the formulation of Hybrid 1 can analytically derive bj , but it
cannot do so for W because of the singularity of Nj . Thus, W of Hybrid 1 in Table 3 is a
carbon copy of W in the gappy POD formulation for the construction of Hybrid 1. Since
Hybrid 1 is an improvised formulation in this sense, it is sometimes numerically insecure in
evaluating the matrix inverse operation of W.
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4.1.3 Further Development of Research Questions and Hypotheses
After gappy POD is reformulated and the EM-PCA is construed as an iterative optimizer,
both gappy POD and the EM-PCA are found to be least-squares methods. Based on their
algorithmic resemblance, Methodological Hypothesis 2, related to Research Objective 2, can
be constructed.
Methodological Hypothesis 2. A unifying least-squares perspective integrates both the
EM-PCA and gappy POD within a common formulation framework.
Since the antithetically formulated EM-PCA and gappy POD can be juxtaposed as
shown in Table 2, the formulation disparities between the EM-PCA and gappy POD raise
a subsequent research question as follows:
Research Question 2.1. What are the effects of the disparate bases and norms on es-
timation error reduction and the computational performance of the EM-PCA and gappy
POD?
Due to insufficient knowledge regarding the ramifications of the different bases and
norms, this research is unable to properly conjecture the effects of the different bases and
norms. Therefore, this research attempts to conduct a series of experiments in the follow-
ing sections to collect enough observations to build a hypothesis corresponding to Research
Question 2.1. In the experiments, the theoretical effect on error reduction will be mea-
sured in terms of a root mean square error (RMSE), and similarly, the numerical effect on
performance will be accessed in terms of the CPU time and the total iteration number.
4.2 Qualitative Investigation of Different Basis and Norm Effects
In order to examine the intrinsic basis and norm differences revealed in Section 4.1, this
research starts by delving into the theoretical aspects of the bases and norms. To begin with,
regarding the basis difference, which determines the quality of a subspace projection, gappy
POD exploits an orthogonal basis Vq whereas the EM-PCA employs a non-orthogonal basis
W. Since an orthogonal basis is known to produce the lowest projection error than any
other linear basis at a given number of basis vectors,18 Vq is lucidly preferable to W.
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Hence, provided that both Vq and W have the same number of basis vectors, the former
yields fewer estimation errors than the latter. Notwithstanding the desirable orthogonality
of Vq, in iterations, gappy POD does not use the true Vq but instead an estimated Ṽq
obtained from a yet-to-be-converged data set Ỹ. Similar to gappy POD, the EM-PCA uses
an estimated W̃ evaluated with an intermediate snapshot ensemble Ỹ as a substitute for
the true W. Therefore, the aforementioned analytical characteristic of Vq compared to
that of W does not hold in determining which basis is superior to the other during actual
iterations. In general, the property of Vq and W for a subspace projection could be directly
carried over to Ṽq and W̃ only when Ỹ in iterations would be very close to Y. If so, Ṽq
would be better than W̃ at reducing estimation residuals; otherwise, Ṽq would be merely
as good as W̃. Since the convergence of Ỹ hinges on several factors, such as the amount
and spread of missing data as well as the inherent nonlinearity of the data, the quality of
approximate bases Ṽq and W̃ will be highly affected by those factors.
Next, regarding the norm difference, which affects the evaluation of an estimation resid-
ual, gappy POD utilizes the gappy norm whereas the EM-PCA uses the L2 norm. Because
of their norm difference, both methods end up with dissimilar least-squares problems: a
weighted least-squares problem for gappy POD and an ordinary least-squares problem for
the EM-PCA. In particular, the dissimilarity between their least-squares problems can be












where PGPOD in Eq. (33a) is the projection of gappy POD and PEM-PCA in Eq. (33b) is
that of the EM-PCA. Both projections are similar in that they are orthogonal projections
on inner product spaces defined by the gappy and L2 norms; however, they are dissimilar in
the way they assess estimation residuals. As illustrated in Figure 17(a), due to Nj , induced
by the gappy norm, PGPOD neglects unknowns, so it is rigorous in computing r
2
j by tracing
variations in only known data; thus, a new estimation always anchors to locations of missing
























b Known bC Missing
(b) L2 norm
Figure 17: The evaluation of an estimation residual implied by a norm
of the L2 norm, PEM-PCA treats data equally without regard to their availability, so it is less
stringent in evaluating r2j ; therefore, a new estimation does not necessarily pass through
any points, which is similar to regression.
For instance, suppose yj ∈ R4 and its corresponding mask vector nj = (0, 1, 0, 1)T,
denoting missing data at the first and third elements of yj . The estimation residual at the
(k + 1)th iteration is calculated with the gappy norm as shown in Eq. (34a), corresponding
to Figure 17(a). On the other hand, the same (k + 1)th estimation residual is computed
with the L2 norm as shown in Eq. (34b), representing Figure 17(b). After all, different
norms theoretically imply dissimilar mechanisms of missing-data estimation, which would


























































































































Table 4: Algorithmic comparison to isolate each basis and norm effect
comparison common implementation pair to compare
Vq vs. W
‖ · ‖n gappy POD: Vq + ‖ · ‖n & Hybrid 1: W + ‖ · ‖n
‖ · ‖L2 EM-PCA: W + ‖ · ‖L2 & Hybrid 2: Vq + ‖ · ‖L2
‖ · ‖n vs. ‖ · ‖L2
Vq gappy POD: Vq + ‖ · ‖n & Hybrid 2: Vq + ‖ · ‖L2
W EM-PCA: W + ‖ · ‖L2 & Hybrid 1: W + ‖ · ‖n
4.3 Quantitative Investigation of Different Basis and Norm Effects
Although the dissimilar bases and norms of gappy POD and the EM-PCA are examined
from a theoretical viewpoint in Section 4.2, the previous analysis was insufficient for de-
termining which basis or norm is superior to the other in practice. Therefore, the earlier
qualitative analyses in Section 4.2 necessitate supplementary quantitative investigations.
For this purpose, Lee and Mavris30 devised a series of numerical experiments using two
types of missing data structures that generalize the applications of gappy POD in the lit-
erature. In order to measure different basis and norm effects, they compared the RMSE
histories of both gappy POD and the EM-PCA to those of their two hybrid algorithms.
4.3.1 Comparison Strategy to Isolate Different Basis and Norm Effects
The hybrid algorithms, formulated in Section 4.1.2.2, facilitate the quantitative study on the
effects of the basis and norm differences. Because the direct comparison of gappy POD and
the EM-PCA results in compound effects due to mixed bases and norms, the contributions
of the bases and norms cannot be properly retrieved. However, as summarized in Table 4,
comparisons of the original and hybrid algorithms can separately illustrate the effects of
the different bases and norms. For example, the comparison of gappy POD and Hybrid 1
captures the basis difference effect at the same gappy norm, and so does the comparison
of the EM-PCA and Hybrid 2 at the same L2 norm. Similarly, the comparison of gappy
POD and Hybrid 2 delineates the norm difference effect under the same Vq, and so does the
comparison of the EM-PCA and Hybrid 1 under the same W. By virtue of the two hybrid
methods, each basis and norm effect can be effectively isolated through the systematic
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comparisons, summarized in Table 4.
4.3.2 Implementation of the Algorithms
In order to quantitatively dissect the effects of bases and norms, Lee and Mavris30 im-
plemented four algorithms—gappy POD, the EM-PCA, and their two hybrids—with three
variations as follows:
(i) Whether to keep a sample mean constant in iterations.
Implementations that hold a sample mean are denoted by appending “µ inv.” to
their name such as “EM-PCA µ inv.,” and those that do not are indicated by adding
“µ var.” to the end of their name such as “EM-PCA µ var.”
(ii) The way to initialize a factor-loading W.
Among the four algorithms, the EM-PCA and Hybrid 1 can initialize a factor-loading
W in either a random or informed manner. For clarity, in the names of both EM-
PCA and Hybrid 1 implementations, those initializing W with a random matrix are
represented by “rand,” and those initializing W with an estimated POD basis like
gappy POD are indicated with “Ve”: the POD basis V
(0)
q obtained from Ỹ
(0)
whose
missing data are filled with a sample mean before the onset of iterations. Because
of Ve, the implementations of both EM-PCA and Hybrid 1 can have the same basis
initialization as gappy POD and Hybrid 2, which is conducive to unbiased comparative
studies.
(iii) The way to evaluate a POD basis Vq.
The two algorithms employing a POD basis, i.e., gappy POD and Hybrid 2, can
expedite POD by capitalizing on the Lanczos algorithm in lieu of either EVD or
SVD. In the names of both gappy POD and Hybrid 2 implementations, those that
benefit from the Lanczos algorithm are specified with “Lanczos” such as “GPOD µ
inv.: Lanczos.” For this research, the Lanczos algorithm is realized with a Matlab
function eigs, which internally invokes the Fortran Library ARPACK.38 Note that
implementations using the Lanczos algorithm accelerate only a basis evaluation step,
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Table 5: Sample-mean invariant implementations
Implementation name Algorithm Norm Basis: initialization evaluation
EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
EM-PCA ‖ · ‖L2 W
W(0) = rand M-step
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve W
(0) = Ve M-step
GPOD µ inv.
gappy POD ‖ · ‖n Vq V(0)q = Ve
SVD
GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos Lanczos
Hybrid1 µ inv.: rand
Hybrid 1 ‖ · ‖n W
W(0) = rand M-step
Hybrid1 µ inv.: Ve W
(0) = Ve M-step
Hybrid2 µ inv.
Hybrid 2 ‖ · ‖L2 Vq V(0)q = Ve
SVD
Hybrid2 µ inv.: Lanczos Lanczos
producing identical results to those without using it. Therefore, implementations with
the Lanczos algorithm will be used only for computation performance investigations
in Section 4.4 later on.
In summary, Table 5 delineates the implementations of the four algorithms, keeping a sample
mean invariant during the iterations. The other half of the implementations, allowing for
changes in the sample mean, have exactly the same structures, shown in Table 5.
For convergence monitoring, all the implementations inspect the normalized RMSR of


















To measure each basis and norm effect, this research also calculates an RMSE of an esti-
mated snapshot ỹj , defined similarly to an RMSR, by evaluating differences between the
true and estimated values. All numerical experiments herein were carried out in a Matlab
R2007b environment on an Intel Pentium dual-core 2.8 GHZ processor with 1 GB memory,
and Matlab tic and toc functions were utilized to record the computational time of all
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the implementations. Note that algorithms that take a random initialization for W, i.e.,
the EM-PCA and Hybrid 1, were run 100 times consecutively to neutralize the effect of
randomness.
4.3.3 Sample Data Generation
For the numerical investigation, this research compiled steady-state pressure coefficient Cp
data from the Euler CFD flow analysis of the RAE 2822 airfoil using a generic numerical
compressible airflow solver (GENCAS).54–56 The CFD flow solver was set to employ the
following numerical techniques: (i) Roe’s flux difference splitting (FDS) along with second-
order monotone upstream-centered schemes for conservation laws (MUSCL) reconstruction
with a minmod limiter; and (ii) implicit lower-upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS)
time-stepping. With the help of the GENCAS, a 4257-by-100 Cp data set was obtained from
a total of 100 analysis snapshots with variations in a Mach number from 0.6 to 0.8 and an
angle of attack from 1◦ to 3◦. For strategic parameter space exploration, the combinations of
the two parameters are produced by JMP software24 based on a maximum-entropy space-
filling design, one of the DoE for computer simulations. Once the data set is obtained,
this research attempted to randomly discard 30% of the data in order to examine the
basis and norm effects, producing two artificially-marred data sets: (i) the first sample
data set, missing 29.9507% of data only in the randomly-chosen 57th snapshot, and (ii) the
second sample data set, missing 29.9746% of the data spread over the entire snapshot
ensemble. These two incomplete data sets exemplify the applications of gappy POD in
the literature; for example, the first sample data set epitomizes such applications as flow
data assimilation84 and inverse airfoil design,5 and likewise, the second sample data set
typifies PIV data restoration57,58 and basis extraction from incomplete data.19,34 Note that
the calculated missing data percentages are misleading as they do not properly represent
actual missing rates with respect to a spatial domain; they are simply a ratio of missing




























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve
GPOD µ inv.
Hybrid2 µ inv.



























EM-PCA µ var.: rand
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve
GPOD µ var.
Hybrid2 µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 18: The lowest RMSEs and iteration numbers: the first sample data set whose
29.9507% of data missing only at the 57th Snapshota

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve
GPOD µ inv.
Hybrid1 µ inv.: rand
Hybrid1 µ inv.: Ve
Hybrid2 µ inv.





















EM-PCA µ var.: rand
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve
GPOD µ var.
Hybrid1 µ var.: rand
Hybrid1 µ var.: Ve
Hybrid2 µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 19: The lowest RMSEs and iteration numbers: the second sample data set whose
29.9746% of data missing across the entire snapshot ensemblea

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 7)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 7)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 7)
Hybrid2 µ inv. (q = 7)























EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 7)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 7)
GPOD µ var. (q = 7)
Hybrid2 µ var. (q = 7)
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 20: The convergence histories of the first sample data set whose 29.9507% of data



















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 7)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 7)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 7)
Hybrid2 µ inv. (q = 7)


















EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 7)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 7)
GPOD µ var. (q = 7)
Hybrid2 µ var. (q = 7)
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 21: The RMSE histories of the first sample data set whose 29.9507% of data missing
only at the 57th snapshot (q = 7)
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4.3.4 Selection of the Optimal Number of Modes
Because the proper number of modes q is of paramount importance to optimal reconstruc-
tion results, Lee and Mavris30 examined RMSEs and numbers of iterations at different q
values as shown in Figures 18 and 19. For instance, Figure 18 delineates RMSEs as q in-
creases from 2 to 10 with the first sample data set, which has missing data only at the 57th
snapshot. As shown in Figure 18, gappy POD implementation takes fewer total numbers of
iterations than the other implementations to reach the same RMSEs across all q values even
though it is unstable at q = 7 from being terminated by the preset total iteration threshold
104. In particular, Figures 20 and 21 delineate the histories of normalized RMSRs and
RMSEs, respectively, showing the unstable behavior of gappy POD at q = 7. The other
implementations, using a non-orthogonal basis, take more iterations, and their numbers of
total iterations start to escalate after q = 6 despite their stable convergence throughout all
q values. Note that Hybrid 1 is left out of the numerical experiments with the first sample
data set because of its numerical instability in evaluating a projection operation. Since
RMSEs settle down after q = 8 for both “µ inv.” and “µ var.” implementations, q = 8 is
set for further analyses with the first sample data set.
Similarly, Figure 19 depicts RMSEs for q growing from 2 to 8 with the second sample
data set, which contains missing data across the entire snapshot ensemble. In Figure 19,
total numbers of iterations increase gradually with q, regardless of the implementations even
though RMSEs decrease steadily until q = 6 and q = 5 for “µ inv.” methods in Figure 19(a)
and “µ var.” methods in Figure 19(b), respectively. When implementations are terminated
by reaching the maximum number of iterations at certain high q values, they exhibit unstable
convergence behavior similar to that of gappy POD implementations, depicted in Figures 20
and 21. Analogous to the previous case with the first sample data in Figure 18, gappy
POD and Hybrid 1 with Ve, both of which initialize their basis with Ve, exhibit poor
convergence behavior at q = 5 when they hold a sample mean in iterations. Thus, these
observations suggest that Ve cannot reliably enhance convergence behavior as an informed
basis initialization. Based on the investigation results in Figure 19, the optimal q values
for the “µ inv.” and “µ var.” implementations are set to q = 6 and q = 5, respectively, for
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further analyses with the second sample data set.
4.3.5 Eigenspectrum Validation
After the optimal q values are determined based on the lowest RMSEs in Section 4.3.4,
all implementations are validated with the eigenvalues of the first and the second sample
data sets. As an illustration, both Figures 22 and 23 delineate the estimated eigenvalues
extracted from the two restored data sets by the implemented algorithms along with the true
eigenvalues obtained from the intact data by the snapshot POD. As shown in Figure 22,
in the case of the first sample data set, the estimated eigenvalues are identical to the
true values regardless of the “µ inv.” and “µ var.” implementations. By contrast, in the
case of the second sample data set, Figure 23(b) shows that the estimated eigenvalues
by the “µ var.” implementations closely follow their corresponding exact values, as do
the “µ inv.” implementations, shown in Figure 23(a), with the exception of noticeable
discrepancies for the sixth eigenvalue. In particular, “GPOD µ inv.” and “Hybrid2 µ inv.,”
both of which employ Vq, compute the sixth eigenvalue more accurately than the other
implementations using W; however, since the relative contribution of the sixth mode is
minuscule, no considerable differences are observed in the reconstruction results.
4.3.6 Quantitative Illustration of Different Basis and Norm Effects
4.3.6.1 Test Case I: Missing Data only at a Single Snapshot
Figures 24 and 25 delineate the RMSE histories of the Cp data and the basis Vq, respectively,
as the implementations reconstruct the first sample data set. Both Figures 24 and 25 list
the RMSE histories obtained with two different basis initializations, namely W(0) = Ve
and W(0) = rand on the top and the bottom of their sub-figures, and also organize the
RMSE histories according to the “µ inv.” and “µ var.” implementations. With the RMSE
histories in Figures 24 and 25, the norm difference can be quantified by the comparison of the
gappy POD and Hybrid 2 implementations, which share the same Vq basis, and similarly,
the basis difference can be captured by the comparison of the EM-PCA and Hybrid 2
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EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 8)
GPOD µ var. (q = 8)
Hybrid2 µ var. (q = 8)
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 22: The restored eigenvalue spectrum of the Cp data: the first sample data set whose
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EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 5)
GPOD µ var. (q = 5)
Hybrid1 µ var.: rand (q = 5)
Hybrid2 µ var. (q = 5)
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 23: The restored eigenvalue spectrum of the Cp data: the second sample data set
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EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 8)
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 24: The RMSE histories of the cp data: the first sample data set whose 29.9507% of
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 25: The RMSE histories of Vq: the first sample data set whose 29.9507% of data
missing only at the 57th snapshot
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gappy POD and Hybrid 2 implementations are much larger than those between the EM-
PCA and Hybrid 2 implementations, the norm effect is more conspicuous than the basis
effect for restoring missing data. Because of the gappy norm, unlike Hybrid 2 using the L2
norm, gappy POD can quickly restore missing data, resulting in a Ṽq much closer to the
true Vq, as shown in Figure 25. In addition to the unbiased comparison results, on the
bottom of sub-figures in Figures 24 and 25, the RMSE histories with randomly initialized
W indicate that a random initialization can effectively reduce RMSEs in the case of the “µ
inv.” implementations, shown in Figures 24(a) and 25(a).
4.3.6.2 Test Case II: Missing Data across all the Snapshots
Similar to the previous RMSE histories with the first sample data set, Figures 26 and 27
show the RMSE histories of the Cp data and the basis Vq with the second sample data
set. In Figures 26 and 27, the RMSE histories with the W(0) = Ve initialization facilitate
the identification of the different basis and norm effects on missing data estimation. First,
the different basis effect can be assessed by either the comparison of the gappy POD and
Hybrid 1 implementations, which share the same gappy norm, or the comparison of the
EM-PCA and Hybrid 2 implementations, which share the same L2 norm. Likewise, the
different norm effect can be evaluated by either the comparison of the gappy POD and
Hybrid 2 implementations, which share the same Ṽq, or the comparison of the EM-PCA
and Hybrid 1 implementations, which share the same W̃. These systematic, unbiased
comparative studies reveal that the norm difference again plays a dominant role in missing
data estimation, just as it does for the first sample data set. In contrast to the results of the
first sample data set, the basis difference barely produces differentials in the RMSE histories
with the second sample data set, unlike the case of the first sample data. Overall, these
quantitative analyses on the basis and norm effects with the two sample data sets reveal
that the gappy POD and Hybrid 1 implementations are better at estimating missing data
than the other implementations mainly because of their gappy norm. In addition, at the
bottom of sub-figures in Figures 26 and 27, the RMSE histories with randomly initialized W
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 26: The RMSE histories of the Cp Data: the second sample data set whose 29.9746%
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Figure 27: The RMSE histories of Vq: the second sample data set whose 29.9746% of data
missing across the entire snapshot ensemble
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initialization of W with Ve. Moreover, the comparison of the RMSE histories in Figures 26
and 27 show that the different W initializations, Ve or rand, which may be more beneficial
for missing data estimation than the different basis types, W̃ or Ṽq.
4.3.6.3 Summary of the Quantitative Investigation
In short, the previous observations with the two test cases clearly identify that norm selec-
tion more strongly affects missing data estimation than basis selection. Of the two different
bases, the RMSE histories illustrate that the benefit of Ṽq over W̃ is inconsistent, varying
with the data-missing characteristics of the given incomplete data sets. For instance, for
the first sample data set, Ṽq is more effective than W̃ to some degree, but for the second
sample data set, it is almost equally as effective as W̃. Next, of the two different norms,
the RMSE histories evidently substantiate that the gappy norm contributes to RMSE drops
more significantly than the L2 norm does for both sample data sets. Last, a random initial-
ization for W could have more influence than the use of Ṽq if the given data set has evenly
scattered missing data, like the second sample data set. Note that the poor convergence
performance observed in the RMSEs with Ve initialization is largely caused by scattered
missing data that prevents Ỹ
(0)
, which Ve relies on, from approaching close to the intact
Y.
4.4 Computational Efficiency Comparison
Before the investigation of the performance of the implemented algorithms, this section
illustrates the numerical cost for each basis and coefficient evaluation in conjunction with
their formulations described earlier in Tables 2 and 3. Afterwards, it discusses the overall
computational performance of the implementations, analyzed in terms of their basis and
coefficient evaluations.
4.4.1 Computational Cost for a Basis and Coefficient Evaluation
The basis and coefficient formulations in Table 2 suggest that each basis and coefficient
evaluation of the EM-PCA takes less effort than that of gappy POD. In order to verify the
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 28: Computational time for a single basis and coefficient evaluation: the first sample
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 29: Computational time for a single basis and coefficient evaluation: the second
sample data set whose 29.9746% of data missing across the entire snapshot ensemble
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time spent for the single evaluation of a basis and a coefficient using the two sample data
sets. First, with regard to the single evaluation of a basis, Figures 28 and 29 confirm that W
for the EM-PCA and Hybrid 1 takes less time than Vq for gappy POD and Hybrid 2. Of the
“µ inv.” and “µ var.” implementations, the basis evaluation of the latter in Figures 28(b)
and 29(b) is slightly slower than that of the former in Figures 28(a) and 29(a) since it
involves subtracting a sample mean to account for sample mean changes. Note that even
the Lanczos algorithm, which expedites the evaluation of Vq, cannot outperform that of
W. Second, with regard to the single evaluation of a coefficient, Figure 28 demonstrates no
computational time differences in evaluating a coefficient with respect to the norm difference
because the number of data-missing snapshots is only one. However, Figure 29 shows that
the computation time entailed by PGPOD, used by the EM-PCA and Hybrid 2, is in stark
contrast to that of PEM-PCA, used by gappy POD and Hybrid 1, due to multiple data-
missing snapshots. Since PGPOD is induced by the gappy norm, it necessitates repetitive
evaluations for every different ẙj ; however, PEM-PCA, resulting from the L
2 norm, does not.
4.4.2 Computational Time Breakdown with the Number of Iterations
As an illustration of the overall numerical performance of all the implementations, both Fig-
ures 30 and 31 illustrate total computational time along with total numbers of iterations with
the first and the second sample data sets, respectively. In addition, the total computational
time is decomposed to show computational times spent at evaluating bases and coefficients
for all the implementations. For those implementations randomly initializing W, their test
results were averaged over 100 runs for the minimal randomness effect. In Figure 30, the
test results with the first sample data reveal that the gappy POD implementations take
much fewer iterations and less computational time than the other implementations, owing
to the gappy norm. Although the EM-PCA and Hybrid 2 implementations, which share
the L2 norm, require approximately the same number of iterations, the Hybrid 2 implemen-
tations take more computational time than the EM-PCA implementations because of their
computationally expensive Ṽq compared to W̃.











































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 8)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 8)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 8)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 8)
5: Hybrid2 µ inv. (q = 8)





















































1: EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 8)
2: EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 8)
3: GPOD µ var. (q = 8)
4: GPOD µ var.: Lanczos (q = 8)
5: Hybrid2 µ var. (q = 8)















(b) µ variant methods
Figure 30: Computational time decomposition versus iteration numbers: the first sample







































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 6)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 6)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 6)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 6)
5: Hybrid1 µ inv.: rand (q = 6)
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1: EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 5)
2: EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 5)
3: GPOD µ var. (q = 5)
4: GPOD µ var.: Lanczos (q = 5)
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 31: Computational time decomposition versus iteration numbers: the second sample
data set whose 29.9746% of data missing across the entire snapshot ensemble
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results in significant differentials in the total number of iterations, more than the basis dif-
ference as seen in Figure 30. Nonetheless, unlike Figure 30, the total number of iterations
is not commensurate with the resulting computational performance as shown in Figure 31.
For example, due to their gappy norm, the gappy POD and Hybrid 1 implementations take
much fewer iterations than the other EM-PCA and Hybrid 2 implementations. However,
despite the lower iteration numbers of those implementations with the gappy norm, they
take more computational time than the EM-PCA and Hybrid 2 implementations, both of
which use the L2 norm. This imbalance between computational time and iteration num-
bers is mainly caused by the coefficient evaluations, which reflect the norms as delineated
in Figure 31. For the second sample data set, implementations with the gappy norm require
a new evaluation of PGPOD for every missing snapshot compared to the those with the L
2
norm, involving a constant PEM-PCA to any missing snapshots. Note that an accelerated Ṽq
evaluation by the Lanczos algorithm cannot produce much benefit for the gappy POD and
Hybrid 2 implementations; for those implementations, the basis difference has a relatively
insignificant effect compared to the norm difference on their total computational time.
Overall, both numerical performance tests in Figures 30 and 31 reveal that the norm
difference is a key factor that significantly affects both computational time and iteration
number, compared to the basis difference. Due to the gappy norm, the gappy POD im-
plementations are found to be the most efficient for the first sample data set, which has
missing data only in a single snapshot. In contrast, because of the L2 norm, the EM-PCA
implementations are computationally faster than the gappy POD implementations for the
second sample data set, which has missing data across all the snapshots. Last, a random
initialization for W can be more computational beneficial on average than an informed
initialization for W with Ve as demonstrated with the two sample data sets in Figures 30
and 31.
4.4.3 Performance Variations with the Increase of the Number of Data-Missing
Snapshots
In the previous Section 4.4.2, the computational performance of all the implementations
is demonstrated with two extreme sample data sets; one has missing data in only a single
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snapshot in Figure 30, and the other has missing data in all the snapshots in Figure 31. In
order to conjecture the numerical performance for other in-between cases of the two sample
data sets, Lee and Mavris30 scrutinizes the relationship between RMSEs and total numbers
of iterations as the number of data-missing snapshots increases from 1 to 20. For this
quantitative experiment, sample data sets are generated so that they have a fixed missing
data rate of 30%, and to test the implementations, q is set to 4. As illustrated in Figure 32, in
terms of iteration numbers, the EM-PCA implementation with random initialization shows
fairly consistent performance behavior regardless of the sample data sets. In contrast, the
other tested implementations exhibit fluctuations in the iteration numbers that are closely
correlated with oscillations in RMSEs. For instance, when the numbers of data-missing
snapshots are 5, 10, 18, and 19, except for the EM-PCA with random initialization, the
remaining implementations struggle for convergence, resulting in large iteration numbers
and low RMSEs. Such poor performance observed in particular sample data sets seems to
originate from missing data present in relatively high-nonlinear snapshots with local shock
phenomena. As an illustration, Figure 33 depicts two highly nonlinear snapshots that are
part of the aforementioned sample data sets; for example, the 24th snapshot in Figure 33(a)
and the 37th snapshot in Figure 33(b) are included in the sample data sets, whose numbers
of data-missing snapshots are 19 and 10, respectively. After all, the EM-PCA with random
initialization is more robust than the other implementations in dealing with missing data
sets whose nonlinear regions are absent of data.
4.4.4 Computational Cost of Algorithms Expected from their Bases and Norms
The original and hybrid algorithms in tables 2 and 3, respectively, consist of dissimilar basis
and coefficient evaluations directly affected by their different basis and norm selections.
Regarding a basis choice from a computational aspect, the evaluation of a non-orthogonal
basis W by matrix multiplication and inversion is much simpler than that of an orthogonal
basis Vq by POD methods invoking SVD or EVD. For the evaluation of Vq, the Lanczos
algorithm can expedite a POD process, but its benefit is mostly limited to a small number
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(b) Cp contours of the 37
th snapshot
Figure 33: Examples of highly nonlinear snapshots due to local shock phenomena
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computational time than W. Thus, W is less numerically inexpensive than Vq for a single
basis evaluation regardless of the size of q. Similarly, regarding a norm choice, at each
iteration, the L2 norm leads to a system of q linear equations for coefficient evaluations
whereas the gappy norm results in a system of q × s linear equations proportional to s,
the number of data-missing snapshots. As a result, the L2 norm is more computationally
advantageous than the gappy norm for obviating additional q × (s − 1) linear equations.
Thus, the computational benefit of the L2 norm to the gappy norm hinges on not only the
number of modes q but also the number of data-missing snapshots s.
Although W and the L2 norm necessitate less computational effort per iteration than
Vq and the gappy norm, the total number of iterations entailed by different bases and norms
eventually determines the overall computational cost of the original and hybrid algorithms.
As delineated in Section 4.3, the basis difference produces insignificant differentials in it-
eration numbers compared to the norm difference even though Vq usually requires fewer
iterations than W. Therefore, this research mainly focuses on addressing the norm effect
on the convergence behavior of missing-data estimation algorithms. As an illustration, sup-
pose that k1 and k2 represent the total number of iterations related to the gappy and L
2
norms, respectively. Since the gappy norm reduces more estimation errors per iteration
than the L2 norm as shown in Section 4.3, k1 is observed less than k2 such as k2 ≈ 1 ∼ 5k1
in numerical experiments tested with diverse missing data sets. The relationship between
k1 and k2 depends on the amount of missing data as well as the nonlinearity of the data;
the more missing data or nonlinearity, the wider the gap between k1 and k2. Under the
observed most severe condition such that k2 = 5k1, the computational difference between
the gappy and L2 norms, evaluated as q × (sk1 − k2), becomes q × (s− 5)× k1.
All in all, provided that k2 ≤ 5k1, algorithms using the gappy norm are anticipated to
be faster than those using the L2 norm as long as the number of data-missing snapshots
s is less than five; otherwise, those using the L2 norm are desirable for computational
efficiency. Note that five is just a nominal number because the applications of missing data
estimation algorithms are either of two cases: only one data-missing snapshot as in the first
sample data or a numerous number of data-missing snapshots as in the second sample data.
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The former mostly occurs when one attempts to exploit missing-data estimation methods
to ingeniously address applications that do not belong to missing data estimation, such
as flow data assimilation84 or inverse airfoil design.5 By contrast, the latter occurs when
one utilizes missing data estimation methods such as PIV data restoration57,58 and basis
extraction from incomplete data34 for which they were originally devised.
4.4.5 Formulation of Hypothesis 2.1
Through systematic comparative studies of the original and hybrid methods with artificial
test data sets, this research is able to construct a hypothesis for Research Question 2.1.
Hypothesis 2.1. A norm selection affects estimation error reduction more than a basis
selection.
For verification, Hypothesis 2.1 necessitates additional tests with different incomplete
data sets. In this thesis, Hypothesis 2.1 will be partially evaluated for the second type of
missing data set, which lacks data across an entire snapshot ensemble, in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER V
APPLICATION I: REDUCED-ORDER NPSS MODELING
5.1 Background
Historically, aircraft engine design has occurred in isolation of airframe design during the
aircraft design processes. However, as advanced aircraft concepts such as NASA’s N+1, N+2,
and N+3 aircraft aim for technology levels in 10, 20, and 30 years, respectively, aircraft de-
sign research using the traditional engine design approach results in a limited design space.
In order to broaden out a feasible design space for the next generation of aircraft, aircraft
design must take into account not only airframe but also propulsion system aspects in paral-
lel.11,28 Since heuristic engine performance correlations traditionally used in aircraft design
are inappropriate for such design studies, one requires a sophisticated physics-based engine
simulation. For this purpose, the numerical propulsion system simulation (NPSS),26,44,85
developed by the joint efforts of NASA and engine manufacturing industries, is a de facto
standard tool in aerospace engineering. Due to its object-oriented architecture, NPSS pro-
vides a generic engine modeling framework that allows one to devise propulsion systems for
various vehicles ranging from conventional configurations such as commercial jet transport,
supersonic business jets, and military aircraft to visionary configurations such as hybrid
wing body and truss-braced wing aircraft.
Although NPSS itself is not as computationally prohibitive as other high-fidelity, physics-
based simulations, its capability to interface with high-fidelity codes can drastically increase
its computational time on the order of hours. While the ROM of NPSS normally decreases
computational time from minutes to seconds, it is still desirable for the following reasons:
(i) Nondeterministic and optimization-driven design studies48,49 repeatedly invoke NPSS a
colossal number of times during a design process; (ii) directly interweaving NPSS into a
multidisciplinary design environment may demand arduous integration work; and (iii) co-
operative research entities that do not own NPSS can reap the benefits of NPSS analysis
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capabilities through a reduced-order NPSS model. Particularly with regard to the first
motivation, when an engine design becomes tightly combined with a vehicle design, air-
craft system design efforts require that engine cycle parameters be varied in concert with
vehicle design variables to arrive at a truly optimized, integrated design. As illustrated
in Figure 34, this airframe- and engine-integrated design approach demands the repeated
execution of NPSS, which becomes computationally expensive. Therefore, despite upfront
computational cost, a reduced-order model of NPSS that can yield an engine deck almost




















Figure 34: Schematic of an airframe- and engine-integrated design environment
For the modeling of engine performance metrics, semi-empirical equation-based ap-
proaches fitting measurement data through coefficient adjustments have been used to derive
fuel consumption models;71,88 however, these models are not generally accurate for all mis-
sion profiles and thus, they are limitedly acceptable for only certain mission segments. For
example, Senzig, Fleming, and Iovinelli71 pointed out that the fuel consumption model of
base of aircraft data (BADA) is mostly accurate for a cruise mode, which inspired them to
develop their fuel consumption model particularly accurate at climb/landing around ter-
minal areas. In contrast to these restrictively applicable models, Lee et al.34 attempted
to devise generic prediction models of engine performance metrics with NPSS through its
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reduced-order model. Conceptually, a reduced-order model is twofold: (i) an empirical or-
thogonal basis that is normally obtained by POD, referred to as PCA;25,74 and (ii) weighting
coefficients that adjust the contributions of basis vectors accordingly with changes in the
independent modeling parameters.
To construct a reduced-order model of NPSS, one typically encounters research predica-
ments in both evaluating empirical orthogonal bases and determining weighting coefficients.
Regarding empirical basis extraction, due to successive discontinuity shifts appearing at ev-
ery throttle setting change, resultant NPSS engine decks contain distinct stationary discon-
tinuities that lead to a sawtooth-type data pattern. Moreover, due to numerical instabilities
occurring at certain off-design performance analyses within NPSS, some degree of data ab-
sence is inescapable with NPSS. Although an empirical orthogonal basis evaluated by POD
can deal with variations in simulation data exhibiting stationary discontinuities,41 POD fails
for deficient data. In order to surmount the evaluation of a POD basis for given incomplete
data such as NPSS engine decks, one can rely on either gappy POD13 or PPCA;82 while
the former generates an orthogonal basis by solving a least-squares problem defined with a
gappy norm and a POD basis, the latter yields a non-orthogonal basis through probability
parameter estimation with the help of an EM algorithm for PPCA, termed an EM-PCA.
Since Bui-Thanh4 showed the potential application of gappy POD to aerospace engi-
neering problems, gappy POD has been utilized for various aerospace engineering applica-
tions such as inverse airfoil design5 and spurious PIV data restoration.58 Similarly, Lee,
Rallabhandi, and Mavris35 introduced PPCA to the realm of aerospace engineering; fur-
thermore, Lee and Mavris30,33 exhaustively investigated PPCA in comparison with gappy
POD, demonstrating greater efficiency than gappy POD for PIV data reconstruction.31 Un-
like the previous applications of gappy POD and the EM-PCA, which focused on restoring
missing data, Lee et al.34 intended to exploit these methods to retrieve an empirical orthog-
onal basis from deficient simulation data. According to Lee and Mavris,30 the EM-PCA is
computationally superior to gappy POD for such a sparse missing data pattern of NPSS en-
gine decks caused by occasionally failed off-design performance analyses. Therefore, Lee et
al.34 adopted the EM-PCA instead of gappy POD to efficiently distill the POD bases of
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engine performance metrics from compiled NPSS engine decks.
The other research impediment to the general use of POD-based ROM for design ap-
plications is difficulties associated with predicting weighting coefficients as the number of
independent modeling parameters grows. Once weighting coefficients at known indepen-
dent modeling parameters are evaluated with the method of weighted residuals (MWR)87
such as least-squares methods, one is required to infer weighting coefficients at unknown
independent modeling parameters. In the case of POD-based ROM utilized for unsteady
flow analysis that is time dependent only, the problem of estimating weighting coefficients
is tractable; however, as POD-based ROM diffuses into design applications whose num-
ber of independent modeling parameters is typically more than one, weighting coefficient
estimation turns into a matter of multivariate scattered data interpolation.2
For instance, Bui-Thanh, Damodaran, and Willcox5 employed cubic spline interpolation
in their reduced-order steady aerodynamic model to delineate variations in airfoil surface
pressure due to two flow parameters: a Mach number and an angle of attack. Likewise,
Mifsud, Shaw, and MacManus52 utilized a POD-based reduced-order model for parametric
studies of weapon aerodynamics, expanding the number of modeling parameters to three:
a Mach number, an incidence angle, and a flare base radius. In addition, they tested a
few DoEs, such as full factorial and Latin hypercube designs, and examined several re-
sponse surface construction schemes including linear regression and polynomial augmented
multi-quadratic RBF. Furthering these previous research endeavors, Lee et al.34 capital-
ized on neural networks in connection with POD-base ROM to handle a large number of
independent modeling parameters, namely six NPSS engine modeling parameters. More-
over, to ease the coefficient evaluation with neural networks, Lee et al.34 benefited from an
augmented DoE by adding the corner points of a parameter space to a maximum entropy
design, a space-filling DoE specialized for computer simulations.65,68
Overall, this chapter aims to create a reduced-order NPSS model with the EM-PCA
and neural networks, each of which is adopted to addresses inherently gappy NPSS engine
decks and a large number of engine modeling parameters, respectively. The outline of this
chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 describes the concept of the neural network, one of the two
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rudimentary components for the proposed NPSS ROM method along with PPCA. Subse-
quently, Section 5.3 presents an NPSS engine model and the process of NPSS engine deck
generation, followed by the results of prediction quality investigations that illustrate the
accuracy of the reduced-order NPSS model compared to genuine NPSS. Section 5.4 com-
pletes this chapter with concluding remarks and recommendations for future work. Finally,
Appendix B provides supplementary materials that show the EM-PCA yields identical re-
sults to those of gappy POD at lower computational cost, which substantiates the use of
the EM-PCA over gappy POD.
5.2 Theories for NPSS Reduced-Order Modeling
5.2.1 Neural Networks
As an analogy to a biological neural network, an artificial neural network12 is a computa-
tional architecture interconnecting artificial neurons to address various problems through
artificial intelligence characterized as learning—in other words, generalization. Since neural
networks are trained so that they can adapt to unexperienced situations, they have been
utilized in diverse applications of data processing such as function approximation and data
classification: image processing, engine management, automatic aircraft landing systems,
and so on. As an illustration, Figure 35 depicts a simple feed-forward network with one hid-
den layer consisting of hidden nodes as similar to the neurons of biological neural networks.
For a given training set, a neural network adjusts weights and biases between input and hid-
den layers as well as hidden and outer layers in order to match its outputs to known target
values. For weight and bias determination, a back-propagation algorithm is commonly used
in connection with a feed-forward network to minimize errors, differences between outputs
and target values, such that it successively propagates errors backwards from output to
input layers; for example, the weights and biases between the hidden and output layers are
first rectified, and then those between hidden and input layers are modified.
For a single hidden-layer feed-forward network, depicted in Figure 35, the mathematical

























Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer
Figure 35: Single hidden-layer feed-forward neural network
which is one of the most widely-used activation functions.78 Note that the sigmoid function
in Eq. (36) represents gradual changes at input boundaries and rapid progression at in-
between boundaries, squashing an input within the range of zero and one. Let x ∈ Rl,
y ∈ Rm, and z ∈ Rn be the inputs of neurons, the outputs of neurons, and the outputs of
a single hidden-layer feed-forward network, respectively, shown in Figure 35; then a neuron
output yj determines its value with Eq. (36) as a function of a weighted sum of the input














ij is the weight of the i
th input variable xi, and a
[x]
j is the bias of the j
th hidden











jk is the weight of the j
th hidden node, and a
[y]
k is the bias of the k
th output vari-
able. After all, a single hidden-layer feed-forward network assumes a nonlinear relationship
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k necessitate a training process to find their values minimizing
errors.
5.2.2 POD-Based Reduced-Order Modeling





αj(ϑ)vj(x) + ȳ, (37)
where ȳ is a sample mean, and αj is the optimal weighting coefficient of vj , minimizing a
projection error. Note that POD basis vectors account for spatial variations in y due to
changes in x, and likewise, the coefficients do so for the parametric variations in y due to
changes in ϑ. Provided that POD basis vectors are invariant to ϑ, POD-base ROM can




α̃j(ϑ)vj(x) + ȳ, (38)
with the help of an appropriate weighting coefficient α̃j . For the evaluation of POD basis
vectors and weighting coefficients, this research employs the EM-PCA and neural networks,
respectively, to construct a reduced-order model of NPSS.
5.3 Generation of a Reduced-Order NPSS Model
A two-spool, separate flow turbofan was created as a thermodynamic cycle model within
NPSS using the typical flight envelop of a commercial jet aircraft. To generate engine
performance information, NPSS normally runs in two stages; the first design analysis sizes
engine components according to desired engine cycle parameters, and the second off-design
analysis, called a performance analysis, produces engine performance data at each set of
engine operating conditions consisting of a Mach number, an altitude, and a throttle set-
ting.∗ As shown in Table 6, NPSS provides the results of an engine performance analysis
∗A throttle setting is also known as a power code or a power-level angle.66
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as an engine deck that adjoins two tables; the table of engine deck inputs on the left lists
various combinations of engine operating conditions, and the table of engine deck responses
on the right arranges corresponding engine performance metrics such as gross thrust, ram
drag, fuel flow, and so forth.
Table 6: NPSS engine deck format
Engine deck inputs Engine deck responses
Mach number Altitude Throttle setting Gross thrust Ram drag Fuel flow
[ft.] [lbf] [lbf] [lbm/hr]







0.9 43,000 21 14,162 15,150 520.5
In general, a functional relationship between engine deck inputs and responses hinges
on the following factors: an engine cycle, an engine architecture, and the underlying fidelity
of engine component models. Among these three elements, the architecture of an engine
is often chosen first in conceptual aircraft design based on the mission requirements of an
aircraft as well as the financial wherewithal and competitive assessment of an engine man-
ufacturer. Once an engine architecture is determined, one manipulates the engine cycle
parameters so that a designed engine can perform to the level of the mission requirements
imposed on a vehicle of interest. According to Schobeiri,69 engine cycle changes give rise to
many secondary effects, such as the influence of component pressure ratios on component ef-
ficiencies, and most of these subsidiary effects are included in the NPSS model, implemented
for this research.
5.3.1 NPSS ROM Procedure
The following steps briefly describe the construction of a reduced-order NPSS model with
the help of EM-PCA and neural networks. More details regarding each step will be presented
accordingly after this subsection.
Step 1 Generate engine deck snapshots using NPSS at various engine cycle parameters.
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This step populates sample engine decks not only for extracting empirical orthogo-
nal bases with the EM-PCA but also for training weighting coefficient models with
neural networks. One can benefit from DoE techniques specialized for computer
simulations to effectively capture an entire engine modeling parameter space. Note
that a DoE is required to encompass the corners of the parameter space in order for
a reduced-order model to properly account for all variations within the parameter
space.
Step 2 Compile each engine deck response of interest.
This step separately collects engine responses from populated engine decks, pro-
ducing snapshot ensembles of engine deck responses for basis extraction with the
EM-PCA.
Step 3 Utilize the EM-PCA to obtain the empirical orthogonal bases of engine deck re-
sponses.
This step capitalizes on the EM-PCA to distill empirical orthogonal bases from the
snapshot ensembles of engine deck responses. Based on eigenvalues representing
the relative contributions of corresponding basis vectors, one is required to choose
a proper number of basis vectors that sufficiently delineate all variations in the
snapshot ensembles. Note that the EM-PCA technically yields a non-orthogonal
basis that necessitates orthogonalization for an orthogonal basis.
Step 4 Evaluate optimal weighting coefficients by least-squares methods.
This step determines the best coefficients, those that produce minimum projection
errors for given empirical orthogonal bases. Owing to the orthogonality of the
empirical bases, the evaluation of weighting coefficients reduces to mere matrix
multiplication dispensing with matrix inversion. The optimal coefficients achieved
in this step will be targets for neural network models in Step 5.
Step 5 Utilize neural networks to build the prediction models of weighting coefficients.
This step constructs coefficient prediction models based on function-approximation
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neural networks to estimate weighting coefficients at unseen engine modeling pa-
rameters. For the prediction models of weighting coefficients, the engine modeling
parameters in the DoE table in Step 1 are taken as inputs, and the optimal weight-
ing coefficients evaluated in Step 4 are fed as targets. Note that the coefficient
prediction models significantly sway the goodness of a reduced-order NPSS model
since weighting coefficients are the only factors that can account for changes in
engine modeling parameters; empirical bases are assumed to be invariant to the
parameter changes in the formulation of POD-based ROM.
Step 6 Examine model-fit-errors with training data.
This step carries out model-fit-error tests for evaluating the performance of the
reduced-order NPSS model built upon the empirical bases in Step 3 and the neural
network models in Step 5. Although the optimal weighting coefficients achieved
in Step 4 can replicate observed engine deck responses, weighting coefficients esti-
mated by the neural network models in Step 5 do not necessarily yield the exact
weighting coefficients at known engine modeling parameters. Therefore, model-fit-
error tests are useful for validating the quality of the prediction models of weighting
coefficients.
Step 7 Examine model prediction errors with randomly-generated test data.
This final step repeats the same error analysis in Step 6 with random test data
that are new to the reduced-order NPSS model. This prediction test with random
data is conducive to examining the overall performance of the reduced-order model
at unobserved engine modeling parameters.
5.3.2 NPSS Engine Deck Generation
To construct a reduced-order NPSS model, this research varied the following six engine
modeling parameters: an extraction ratio, a fan pressure ratio (FPR), a high-pressure
compressor pressure ratio (HPCPR), a low-pressure compressor pressure ratio (LPCPR), a
maximum turbine inlet temperature (MaxT41), and sea-level static thrust (SLST). These
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engine cycle and scaling parameters are commonly utilized in conceptual engine design.47
Each parameter has its own unique impact on not only engine performance but also the
closeness of engine performance to thrust and fuel flow requirements. Overall, different
combinations of the six parameters, whose ranges are presented in Table 7, populated a
total of 500 sample engine decks. For the strategic exploration of an engine modeling
parameter space, the generation of sample engine decks adopted a maximum-entropy space-
filling design24 augmented with a total of 76 corner points using JMP software. At each set
of the engine modeling parameters, NPSS produced engine performance data with respect
to 924 engine operating conditions composed of 11 altitudes, 5 ∼ 10 Mach numbers, and 11
throttle settings. As an illustration, Table 8 shows various combinations of engine operating
altitudes and Mach numbers employed for the NPSS analysis in this research. Note that each
altitude is associated with dissimilar sets of Mach numbers even though a constant throttle
setting is related with a Mach number such that (50, 48, 46, 42, 38, 34, 30, 26, 24, 22, 21); 50
and 20 represent maximum and idle throttles, respectively.66
Table 7: Ranges of the NPSS engine cycle and scaling parameters
Extraction ratio FPR HPCPR LPCPR MaxT41 SLST
[◦R] [lbf]
Minimum 1 1.5 18 1.2 3200 80, 000
Maximum 1.2 1.7 22 1.6 3600 100, 000
As a result, a total of 500 snapshots of an engine deck are generated and compiled,
resulting in four 924-by-500 snapshot ensembles for four different engine deck responses of
interest in conceptual aircraft design: gross thrust, ram drag, fuel flow, and emission index
NOX (EINOx). These snapshot ensembles inevitability lack some off-design performance
analyses at certain flight conditions since the Newton–Raphson method in NPSS sporad-
ically causes convergence failures leading to absent performance information, particularly
at low throttle settings. As an illustration, Figure 36 depicts the locations of failed per-
formance analyses observed in the collected snapshots of engine deck responses. As shown










































































































































































































































































set is absent of 0.12% data in Figure 36(b). In addition, Figure 37 shows the number of
failed performance analyses per engine deck for both the training and test data sets; the
maximum numbers of failed performance analyses for the training and test data sets are five
and six out of 924 performance analyses, respectively. After all, despite a relatively minute
percentage of data deficiency, POD is incapable of dealing with the snapshot ensembles of
engine deck responses containing missing data; hence, the EM-PCA is required to extract
empirical orthogonal bases from the training data set.
5.3.3 Implementation of a Reduced-Order NPSS Model
5.3.3.1 EM-PCA for Basis Extraction
The EM-PCA is implemented in Matlab with two algorithmic variations: (i) whether
to evaluate a sample mean and update a mean-centered snapshot ensemble at each iter-
ation, and (ii) how to initialize a non-orthogonal basis W before the onset of iterations.
For notational convenience, the former is denoted by “µ inv.”/“µ var.” and the latter by
“rand”/“Ve” in the names of EM-PCA implementations. For instance, “µ inv.” indicates
that an EM-PCA implementation treats both a sample mean and a mean-centered snapshot
ensemble as constant during iterations. In contrast, “µ var.” implies the other case, which
allows an EM-PCA implementation to vary both a sample mean and a mean-centered snap-
shot per iteration. Similarly, “rand” shows that an EM-PCA implementation initializes W
with a random matrix whereas “Ve” expresses that an EM-PCA implementation initializes
W with a guessed POD basis Ve obtained from an estimated snapshot ensemble whose
missing data are filled with a sample mean beforehand to initiate iterations. As a result, a













is employed to determine their convergence in terms of a normalized RMSR with respect
to the first RMSR. For a convergence threshold, a normalized RMSR is set to 10−6 for all
EM-PCA implementations.
For the given snapshot ensembles of engine deck responses, all four EM-PCA imple-
mentations yield virtually identical eigenspectra, modes, and restored failed performance
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Number of Failed Off−Design Flight Conditions = 660 (0.143%)
(a) Training data

















Number of Failed Off−Design Flight Conditions = 553 (0.120%)
(b) Test data

















































































Figure 37: Number of failed NPSS off-design flight analyses
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analyses. As an illustration, Table 9 shows the eigenspectra of engine deck responses, eval-
uated by the EM-PCA µ inv.: rand, and these normalized eigenvalues with respect to their
sum generally indicate relative variations associated with corresponding modes in engine
deck responses. Overall, just four modes are found to be sufficient enough to account for
99.9% of variations in all four snapshot ensembles of the engine deck responses because of
their little fluctuations with respect to the engine modeling parameters in Table 7. There-
fore, significant dimensionality reduction from 924 to four is achieved for the four engine
deck responses by virtue of the EM-PCA implementations. As an illustration of the ob-
tained modes, Figure 38 shows engine deck responses sampled at every 100th snapshot along
with their first modes. Since the first modes are considerably dominant, as noted by their
normalized eigenvalues over 0.9 in Table 9, the first modes clearly capture the most general
behavior of the engine deck responses depicted in Figure 38. After all, this research utilizes
four modes to develop a reduced-order model of the four engine deck responses based on
the eigenspectrum analysis in Table 9.
Table 9: Normalized eigenspectra of engine deck responses
Gross thrust Ram drag Fuel flow EINOX
λ1 9.016077e−01 9.884888e−01 9.187537e−01 9.702735e−01
λ2 7.471218e−02 8.252409e−03 7.289498e−02 2.574894e−02
λ3 2.179765e−02 3.052206e−03 4.010828e−03 1.988086e−03
λ4 1.453996e−03 1.425448e−04 3.268362e−03 1.155463e−03
∑4
j=1 λj 9.995715e−01 9.999360e−01 9.989278e−01 9.991660e−01
Figure 39 delineates the convergence histories of the four EM-PCA implementations
using four modes for the given snapshot ensembles of engine deck responses. In Figure 39,
all EM-PCA implementations quickly reach their convergence thresholds, owing to the in-
significant amount of missing data in the snapshot ensembles of the engine deck responses.
Note that dissimilar W initializations clearly differentiate the convergence behavior of the
EM-PCA implementations in Figure 39; the EM-PCA implementations with Ve require
































































































































Figure 38: Sampled snapshots of engine deck responses with their first modes
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This convergence advantage of the W initialization with Ve mainly results from the low
percentage of missing data and the uncomplicated variations of compiled engine deck re-
sponses, both of which are conducive to obtaining Ve close to the true Vq. Unlike the W
initialization difference in terms of rand and Ve, the µ inv. and µ var. difference produces
almost no influence on the convergence histories of the EM-PCA implementations, which
implies that a sample mean fluctuates very little during iterations.
5.3.3.2 Neural Networks for Coefficient Fitting
In order to build coefficient prediction models through neural networks, this research utilizes
newff in Matlab, producing feed-forward network models consisting of a single hidden-
layer with 40 neurons. For a neuron activation function, the neural network models adopt
a typical tan-sigmoid transfer function in Eq. (36) implemented by tansig, and for a back
propagation algorithm, the Levenberg–Marquardt method realized by trainlm is invoked
with the following stopping rules: the maximum number of epoches is 100 and the con-
vergence threshold is 10−6 in terms of a mean square error (MSE). Since the magnitude
of weighting coefficients is considerably larger than that of normalized empirical bases,
training processes are mostly terminated by reaching the maximum number of epoches.
In the training process, each randomly chosen 20% of training data is reserved for valida-
tion and testing, and then full training data are used to fit the final coefficient prediction
modes. Overall, Table 12 presents the quality of weighting coefficient models in terms of
the coefficient of determination (R2), demonstrating quite good fitting results.
Table 10: R2 of the weighting coefficients of engine deck responses for training data
Gross thrust Ram drag Fuel flow EINOX
α1 9.999979e−01 9.999985e−01 9.999984e−01 9.999989e−01
α2 9.999865e−01 9.999432e−01 9.999871e−01 9.999603e−01
α3 9.999564e−01 9.998302e−01 9.998875e−01 9.998023e−01

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 4)

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 4)
(b) Ram drag

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 4)

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 4)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 4)
(d) EINOX




As the first step toward validating the previously developed reduced-order NPSS model via
the EM-PCA and neural networks, this research examines the performance of the reduced-
order model with the training data. Since the empirical bases of engine deck responses
are truly invariant to known training data, the prediction quality of the reduced-order
model hinges solely on neural network models for weighting coefficient evaluations. For the
quantification of the prediction capability of the reduced-order model, the following three
metrics are employed: an R2, a normalized root square error (NRSE) such that
NRSE =
√∥∥∥∥



















In Eqs. (40) and (41), ◦ denotes point-wise multiplication, and nj ∈ Rd indicates the





0 if yij is missing,
1 if yij is known,
for i = 1, . . . , d.
Because of occasionally absent engine deck responses in failed performance analyses, both
NRSE and NRMSE require nj in their evaluations to ignore unavailable data. Note that
NRSE and NRMSE are normalized with respect to a true value, implying a relative error
of a predicted value compared to the true value. In view of error analysis, an R2 represents
the overall fitness of predicted values to exact values; however, both NRSE and NRMSE
quantify the deviations of predicted values from true values. Specifically, an NRSE measures
the relative difference between a predicted and an exact value, and an NRMSE is the average
of NRSEs for an entire engine deck response. For the training data, R2 values are at least
over 0.9975 in Figure 40, demonstrating the exceptional prediction capability of the reduced-
order NPSS model. In Figure 41, NRMSEs are mostly less than 2% and increase to around
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6% in Figure 41(a); similarly, maximum NRSEs are mostly less than 5% and rise up to
















Figure 40: R2 for training data
Although Figure 41(b) exhibits some training cases with large maximum NRSEs, these
maximum NRSEs occur only in a single particular off-design flight condition among the 924
off-design flight conditions. Therefore, certain training cases with high maximum NRSEs
in Figure 41(b) do not necessarily entail worse prediction results in terms of R2 and NRMSE.
For instance, although the highest NRSE for EINOx is 26.05% in the 434th training case
in Figure 41(b), the overall prediction quality of the case is not inferior at all, as indicated
by its R2 and NRMSE of 0.9999162 and 1.31%, respectively. Moreover, relatively high
maximum NRSEs in Figure 41(b) are mostly caused by the numerical instability of NPSS,
which will be discussed in detail later in Section 5.3.4.3. Overall, the predicted accuracy of
the four engine deck responses, from most to least accurate, were gross thrust, ram drag
are, fuel flow, and EINOx. Note that using the neural network models, one can reproduce
engine deck responses in the training data with available optimal least-squares coefficients
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instead of estimated weighting coefficients.
5.3.4.2 Quality of Empirical Bases and Coefficients
In order to delve into the source of prediction errors, this research examines the quality
of both the empirical bases and the weighting coefficient models for the random test data.
First, with regard to the empirical bases, this research measures the differences between
the empirical bases of the training data and those of the test data in terms of an NRMSE.
Table 11 shows that the changes in the empirical bases with respect to the two disparate
data sets are insignificant, and the order of magnitude is quite similar across the four engine
deck responses; the most dominant first modes exhibit variations one order smaller than
the other three subordinate modes. Note that the empirical bases of the test data do not
necessarily represent the true bases of the engine deck responses because the test data are
randomly scattered over the space of the engine modeling parameters. Overall, Table 11
sufficiently corroborates the assumed invariancy of the empirical bases for the sample data
space of the engine modeling parameters.
Table 11: NRMSE of the bases of engine deck responses between training and test data
Gross thrust Ram drag Fuel flow EINOX
v1 3.980957e−03 1.911276e−03 1.569202e−03 3.438867e−03
v2 1.335774e−02 1.261081e−02 1.608686e−02 1.797702e−02
v3 2.060794e−02 2.217635e−02 1.591716e−01 8.656342e−02
v4 2.969393e−02 3.934067e−02 8.206984e−02 4.129359e−02
Regarding the validity of the weighting coefficient models, this research assesses the
fitness of the coefficient prediction models with respect to the random test data in terms of
an R2 in Table 12. As shown in Table 12, the weighting coefficient models of gross thrust
and ram drag are considerably reliable since their R2 values are over 0.9 for all four of their
coefficients. Unlike the weighting coefficient models of gross thrust and ram drag, not all
coefficient models have high R2 values in the cases of fuel flow and EINOx; for fuel flow,
the R2 values of the third and fourth coefficients are relatively low, and so is the fourth


















































Figure 41: NRMSE and maximum NRSE for training data
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will be discussed in connection with the prediction results of fuel flow and EINOx.
Table 12: R2 of the coefficients of engine deck responses for test data
Gross thrust Ram drag Fuel flow EINOX
α1 9.999939e−01 9.999968e−01 9.999952e−01 9.999953e−01
α2 9.995829e−01 9.991308e−01 9.998484e−01 9.972685e−01
α3 9.993541e−01 9.967606e−01 8.574791e−01 9.617943e−01
α4 9.308675e−01 9.102620e−01 7.595319e−01 8.369770e−01
5.3.4.3 Model Prediction Error Test
As with the previous prediction quality investigation in Section 5.3.4.1, the same examina-
tion process is repeated for 500 randomly-populated snapshots of engine deck responses not
used for creating the reduced-order NPSS model. Unlike the earlier prediction tests with
the training data, the assumed invariancy of the empirical bases of engine deck responses
may not hold for the random test data unless the empirical bases are generated from train-
ing data that are representative of the entire design space. Since both the empirical bases
and the weighting coefficient models are found to be considerably reliable in Section 5.3.4.2,
the reduced-order model yields superb prediction results in Figures 42 and 43 despite its
ignorance about the random test data. For instance, Figure 42 shows that R2 values are at
least over 0.9985. Figure 43 delineates that NRMSEs are overall less than 2% and increase
to around 3.5% in Figure 43(a); likewise, maximum NRSEs are mostly less than 5% and
skyrocket to around 35% in the 289th test case in Figure 43(b). Again, despite the highest
NRSE of EINOx, i.e., 35.16% in the 289th test case, corresponding R2 and NRMSE values
are satisfactory such that 0.9999305 and 1.67%, respectively. Similar to the prediction test
results for the training data, both gross thrust and ram drag show prediction accuracy su-
perior to the other engine deck responses, namely fuel flow and EINOx. Although the minor
coefficients of fuel flow and EINOx have relatively low R2 values, the predicted fuel flow and
EINOx are quite acceptable as shown in Figures 42 and 43. Overall, the prediction test re-
sults for the random test data in Figures 42 and 43 do not significantly differ from those for

















Figure 42: R2 for random test data
with both the training and test data sets substantiate that the empirical bases as well as
the weighting coefficient models are quite dependable, resulting in a credible reduced-order
NPSS model for the given ranges of engine modeling parameters.
As shown in Figures 41(b) and 43(b), the maximum NRSEs in certain test cases are
unacceptably high for all the engine deck responses. To further investigate this irregular
behavior of engine deck responses, this research reanalyzes the 289th test case, which showed
the largest maximum NRSE in Figure 43(b). In Table 13, the previously obtained engine
deck responses are compared to those newly-achieved around throttle value 22, at which
the largest maximum NRSE occurred. Despite decreasing throttle values, NPSS originally
resulted in engine deck responses exhibiting unusual increases at throttle value 22 due its
convergence failure. After a Newton-Raphson solver within NPSS was adjusted so that it
could generate converged solutions, the new NPSS analysis yielded engine deck responses
showing concomitant decreases as the throttle value decreases. Numerically, these inconsis-
tent NPSS results stem from the Newton-Raphson solver of NPSS for solving the equations























































Figure 43: NRMSE and maximum NRSE for random test data
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a given flight condition. Within NPSS, the solution of a flight condition was used as an
initial guess for the subsequent flight condition. Should a flight condition fail to converge,
then a solution for the maximum throttle at a given Mach number and altitude is substi-
tuted as a guess for the subsequent flight condition. Therefore, atypical engine performance
data sometimes appear, especially at lower throttle settings. Thanks to the new converged
NPSS results, the predicted engine deck responses obtained by the reduced-order NPSS
model are now remarkably close to the newly-evaluated engine deck responses. Although
deviant NPSS results do deteriorate the basis evaluation of engine deck responses, their
effects on the empirical bases are minuscule since the test data set contains few outlying
cases. After all, maximum NRSE values drastically drop, as delineated at the bottom of
Table 13; for example, in the case of EINOX, the maximum NRSE of 35.16145% is now
1.374225%.
Table 13: Comparison of NRSEs at Mach number = 0.40 and altitude = 20, 000 ft.
Throttle Setting Gross thrust Ram drag Fuel flow EINOX
[lbf] [lbf] [lbm/hr] [g/kg]
24 15583.1 11590.4 2083.5 7.5379
22 14618.6 12337.1 2292.1 8.5443Old
21 12670.7 11242.3 1795.8 6.5093
24 15582.9 11590.4 2083.0 7.5638
22 12750.4 10458.5 1557.5 5.4649New
21 11250.7 9809.7 1287.1 4.4680
24 15563.4 11598.5 2092.4 7.6300
22 12730.9 10463.5 1567.6 5.5400Predicted
21 11231.5 9811.6 1300.4 4.5400
Old NRSE 12.91273% 15.18704% 31.61031% 35.16145%
New NRSE 0.152936% 0.047808% 0.648475% 1.374225%
As the final step of the prediction quality investigation, prediction errors at every 50th
snapshot are compiled in terms of an NRSE and plotted for all off-design flight conditions
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in Figure 44. For easier comprehension of the distributed prediction errors, Figures 44(a)–
44(d) are segmented into 11 sections representing different altitudes in which a Mach number
gradually increases as listed in Table 8. As a result, the decomposed figures in Figure 44
are conducive to one’s anticipating the magnitude of relative prediction errors associated
with certain flight conditions. For example, except EINOx, although the accumulated
NRSEs of other engine deck responses are mostly low across all flight conditions, they
start to settle down after 20, 000 ft. By contrast, the NRSEs of EINOx are relatively
larger than those of other engine deck responses, and they tend to increase after 20, 000
ft. With respect to changes in the throttle setting, more prediction errors are observed
at both maximum and minimum throttle settings rather than in-between throttle settings.
Therefore, from the perspective of aircraft mission analysis, the reduced-order NPSS model
is expected to be more precise in the cruise mode than in the climb and descend modes,
both of which necessitate extreme throttle settings at low altitudes. Moreover, in connection
with an environmental aspect, since EINOx is particularly interested around terminal areas
whose altitudes are below 3, 000 ft., one can expect approximately 4% of errors at most for
predicted EINOx by the reduced-order NPSS model.
5.4 Summary
In order to facilitate the use of high-fidelity propulsion system simulations in aircraft design,
this research formulated a reduced-order model for NPSS based on a POD-based ROM
approach with the help of the EM-PCA and neural networks. Because of inevitable data
absence observed in the results of NPSS for failed analyses, the EM-PCA is indispensable
to achieving POD bases from NPSS engine deck responses. In addition, given the large
number of engine modeling parameters in engine design, neural network models are effective
at evaluating weighting coefficients in accordance with changes in the engine modeling
parameters. As a demonstration, this research created a reduced-order NPSS model for a
two-spool, separate flow turbofan in order to relate six engine modeling parameters with
four engine deck responses whose dimensionality was 924. For the construction of the
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(d) EINOX
Figure 44: NRSEs compiled at every 50th snapshot
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a maximum entropy design augmented with corner points, and the same number of data
were randomly generated as test data.
By virtue of the EM-PCA and single-layer feed-forward networks, the reduced-order
NPSS model built upon the first four dominant modes showed considerably low model-
fit-errors in terms of an NRMSE and an R2. Moreover, for the given random test data,
the reduced-order model generated engine deck responses as accurate and reliable as they
were for the training data. Although the reduced-order NPSS model yielded substantially
dependable engine deck responses, the prediction qualities of gross thrust and ram drag
were relatively higher than those of fuel flow and EINOx due to their superior weighting
coefficient models. Due to the accurate prediction results of the reduced-order NPSS model
at low computational cost, propagated errors to an aircraft system level would be insignif-
icant and acceptable, encouraging one to capitalize on a reduced-order NPSS model for
computationally intensive design studies.
Since the reduced-order NPSS model was prone to prediction errors mostly at low alti-
tudes, the following two research tasks are recommended for future work. First, a domain
decomposition approach could result in a locally refined reduced-order model that sepa-
rately accounts for the different degrees of variation in engine deck responses with respect
to altitude. Second, a weighted least-squares method could provide biased weighting co-
efficients such that they reduce more prediction errors at low altitudes than those at high
altitudes. Furthermore, the synergy of these two proposed research ideas also could be
beneficial to enhance the accuracy of the reduced-order NPSS model. Finally, with regard
to the irregular increases of engine deck responses at low throttle settings, robust PPCA8
could be useful for mitigating the outlier effects on empirical basis evaluations.
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CHAPTER VI
APPLICATION II: EFFICIENT PIV DATA RESTORATION
6.1 Background
Among the various flow measurement methods, PIV is one of the most widely-used tech-
niques such that it takes instantaneous images of a flowfield to calculate flow velocity.
Although PIV provides high-fidelity information about the flowfield of interest, achieved
velocity measurements through PIV usually necessitate post-processes for the validation
of the raw data.61 For instance, PIV recordings could be contaminated with dubious ob-
servations for the following reasons:57,58 (i) poor image contrast for irregular illumination,
(ii) low and inconsistent seeding density, and (iii) an ill-prepared experimental setup. In
addition, as Venturi and Karniadakis84 pointed out, an obstructed view in an experimen-
tal setting and adjacency to boundaries may produce deficient measurements. Even though
these spurious observations can be corrected by local means or interpolations of neighboring
points, this approach may yield physically improper estimates, specifically when unreliable
observations reside in the region of high nonlinearity such as vorticities.
To deal with erroneous or occasionally unseen data, several researchers have investigated
the utility of gappy POD, formulated by Everson and Sirovich.13 Originally, gappy POD
was devised to recover marred human facial images; however, it is also applicable to repair-
ing PIV data. After all, both problems are identical in the sense of missing data estimation
once impaired data are removed for restoration. For instance, Venturi and Karniadakis84
and Gunes, Sirisup, and Karniadakis16 examined gappy POD in comparison with other
reconstruction methods such as local linear interpolation and local kriging, illustrating that
gappy POD is superior in case of either a large snapshot ensemble or small gappiness. Fur-
thermore, Murray and Ukeiley58 and Murray and Seiner57 applied gappy POD to PIV data
acquired from subsonic cold jet experiments, demonstrating that gappy POD can improve
deficient data so that they are accurate enough to the level of experimental uncertainty.
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From a formulation aspect, gappy POD is the deterministic enhancement of POD for
missing data estimation whereas PPCA is a probabilistic extension of POD, i.e., PCA. For a
probability model of PCA, Tipping and Bishop82 developed PPCA, which yields a Gaussian
probability model. After utilizing the EM algorithm10 for parameter estimation, Tipping
and Bishop82 derived an iterative algorithm referred to as the EM-PCA. Because the EM
algorithm handles missing data by nature, the EM-PCA is also capable of approximating
missing observations while deriving probability parameters. The EM-PCA has been mostly
employed in the context of image processing and pattern recognition, e.g., speech recog-
nition.70 Later on, in other engineering fields, Lee, Rallabhandi, and Mavris35 examined
its feasibility for both basis extraction and missing data estimation with simulation data
collected from CFD analysis.
Although both gappy POD and the EM-PCA depend on POD, they end up with different
algorithms for their dissimilar formulations. To delve into their similarities and disparities,
Lee and Mavris32,33 proposed a unifying least-squares perspective and revealed that their
rudimentary difference stems from their dissimilar bases and norms. Furthermore, Lee and
Mavris30 scrutinized the effects of the different bases and norms, unveiling that the norm
is a predominant factor affecting missing data estimation rather than the basis. According
to Lee and Mavris,30,32,33 both the basis and the coefficient evaluation of the EM-PCA
are simpler to compute than those of gappy POD. In addition, owing to the coefficient
formulation of gappy POD, the performance of gappy POD is vulnerable to such a missing
data type that has spared missing data. Therefore, the EM-PCA is more advantageous than
gappy POD to restoring spurious PIV data scattered over an entire snapshot ensemble.
In summary, the goal of this chapter is to introduce the EM-PCA as an efficient al-
ternative to gappy POD for PIV data restoration. Overall, the outline of this chapter is
organized as follows. First, it delineates the process of PIV data generation and illustrates
experimental settings for the test of acoustically-excited, bluff-body jet flow. Afterwards, it
describes the deterministic and probabilistic POD-based approaches for missing data esti-
mation, i.e., gappy POD and the EM-PCA, with a particular focus on their computational
costs associated with their formulations. In the next section, it validates the results of
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the EM-PCA with those of gappy POD in terms of eigenspectra, flow velocity modes, and
restored PIV data. In the last and most important section, it illustrates the computational
performance of both methods through several numerical experiments.
6.2 Experimental Data Generation
Figure 45: The experimental apparatus for the test of a bluff-body reacting jet-flow with
acoustic excitation; dimensions in millimeters73
The details of an experimental apparatus and the procedure of PIV measurement are
given in the work of Shanbhogue et al.;72 however, they are summarized herein for complete-
ness. Shanbhogue et al.72 conducted bluff-body, stabilized reacting jet-flow experiments
with harmonic acoustic excitation to investigate combustion instabilities. As depicted in
Figure 45, the atmospheric pressure burner has a square-shaped exit with a bluff-body in-
stalled at the top of the channel. At the bottom of the channel, a cyclone seeder disperses
Al2O3 flakes whose sizes range from 0.9 to 2.2 µm among the mixture of methane and air.
The seeded mixture passes through a honeycomb-grid straightening section, and they are
acoustically excited by speakers above the flow straightener. Two 100 W Walsh PA loud-
speakers are located to exert sinusoidal acoustic force produced by an Agilent 33120A-15
MHz function generator along with a 100 W RadioShack MPA-101 amplifier. Finally, the
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acoustically-excited mixture burns right after a bluff body mounted at the exit of the chan-
nel. For a flame stability study, both triangular and circular cross-sectioned bluff bodies
were utilized, but this research uses PIV measurements with the triangular bluff body only
in the remaining discussion.
To gauge flow velocity, the PIV apparatus is composed of a dual head Nd:YAG laser
and a digital camera. The Nd:YAG laser emits light with a wavelength of 532 nm, a peak
power of 120 mJ/pulse, and a pulse duration of 30 µs. The camera is equipped with a 1600-
by-1200 pixel CCD image sensor whose pixel size is 7.4 µm as well as a Nikon F-mount 55
mm micro-lens with an aperture of f/5.6. For the conversion of a laser light into a thin laser
sheet, two cylindrical lenses whose focal lengths are 150 and 1000 mm were employed. The
two cylindrical lenses reduce the laser beam thickness to 5 mm, causing the light beam to
diverge to the height of 40 mm. From the camera, an imaging plane was set at a distance
of 304.8 mm, and a view field was sized at 38.1 mm by 28.575 mm with a conversion rate
of 41.99 pixels/mm.
For a combustion instability study, reacting jet-flow experiments were carried out at
various conditions of sinusoidal acoustic excitation: (i) a phase angle from 0◦ to 240◦,
(ii) an amplitude from 1 V to 5 V, and (iii) a frequency from 300 Hz to 600 Hz at the
inverse of 150Hz. At each phase angle, a total of 128 snapshots of images were collected
and ensemble-averaged, resulting in approximately 2% of the velocity uncertainty. From the
multiple PIV data sets at diverse experimental settings, Lee and Mavris31 utilized snapshots
tested in the following conditions: approaching velocity 3.62 m/s, inlet temperature 298 K,
phase angle 225◦, amplitude 1 V, and frequency 450 Hz.
To process compiled images, Lee and Mavris31 used DaVis software by LaVision, parti-
tioning the view field into a 32-by-32 pixel grid with a spatial resolution of 0.762 mm. With
the help of DaVis, Lee and Mavris31 were able to eliminate 1.787% of spurious PIV data,
generating a 1850-by-128 incomplete data set for each u and v velocity component. As an
illustration, Figure 46(a) delineates the variations of missing data rates across snapshots,
showing that the maximum missing rate is 4.32432%. In addition, Figure 46(b) depicts the
locations of missing data scattered over an entire snapshot ensemble. In Figure 46(b), an
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abscissa represents a measurement point treated as one dimensional, and an ordinate is a
snapshot index. Note that missing data tend to cluster at certain locations, indicating that






























(a) Missing data percentage










ex Number of Missing Data = 4231 (1.787%)
(b) Missing data distribution
Figure 46: Missing PIV measurements
6.3 Validation with Restored PIV Data
Before a validation study, this section determines the adequate number of modes q for each
velocity snapshot ensemble, comparing restored eigenspectra at different q values. Once
q is set, the results of EM-PCA implementations are compared with those of gappy POD
implementations in terms of eigenspectra, flow velocity modes, and restored velocity fields.
6.3.1 Algorithm Implementations
In order to implement both algorithms of gappy POD and the EM-PCA, this research
constructed them with the following options: (i) allowance for a sample mean change, (ii) a
W initialization manner, and (iii) a Vq evaluation scheme. Among these three options,
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Table 14: Notations of various implementations for gappy POD and the EM-PCA
Name µ W Vq
EM-PCA µ inv./µ var. rand/Ve
GPOD µ inv./µ var. SVD/Lanczos
the first is applied to both algorithms, but the second and the third are related only to
the EM-PCA and gappy POD, respectively. In the first place, depending on whether a
sample mean is computed at an iteration, both gappy POD and EM-PCA implementations
have two versions. For example, implementations whose sample means are invariant during
iterations are denoted by “µ inv.,” and the others whose sample means are variant are
indicated by “µ var.” in their name.
Second, EM-PCA implementations branch out into two variants based on how W is
initialized; a random initialization is represented by “rand,” and an informed initialization
with a POD basis is specified by “Ve.” This informed initialization for W takes advantage
of an estimated POD basis that gappy POD uses to initiate its iterations. Third, gappy
POD implementations have a derivative that exploits the Lanczos algorithm to expedite a
POD process; implementations employing the Lanczos algorithm are entitled by appending
“Lanczos” in their names; otherwise, no additional notation is used in their names. For the
Lanczos algorithm, this research utilized the Matlab function eigs with proper options;
internally, eigs relies on the Fortran Library ARPACK.38 Note that gappy POD imple-
mentations with the Lanczos algorithm are mainly tested in the context of a performance
investigation. Overall, a total of four implementations are realized for each gappy POD and
EM-PCA algorithm through the combination of the options listed in Table 14.












is monitored after it is normalized with respect to the first RMSR. In addition, an iteration
number is inspected to prevent excessive iterations. All in all, convergence thresholds
for a normalized RMSR and an iteration number are set to 10−6 and 104, respectively.
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For numerical performance tests, all implementations were executed in a Matlab R2007b
environment on a PC equipped with an Intel Pentium dual-core 2.8 GHZ processor and 1 GB
memory. The computational times were measured with the Matlab tic and toc functions.
Note that the EM-PCA implementations using random initialization were successively run
100 times for the minimal random effect on computational time assessment.
6.3.2 Selection of the Optimal Number of Modes
Venturi and Karniadakis84 suggested that the optimal number of modes can be found when
the eigenspectra of the restored data show no more changes with the q increment. Thus, Lee
and Mavris31 scrutinizes the eigenspectra of the u and v velocity snapshot ensembles as q
increases from q = 5 to q = 40 at intervals of 5 or 10. In Figure 47, the first two Figs. 47(a)
and 47(b) delineate the results of the µ invariant methods, and similarly, the next two
Figs. 47(c) and 47(d) depict those of the µ variant methods. Moreover, Figure 47 arranges
the eigenspectra of the restored u and v snapshot ensembles on the top and on the bottom,
respectively. Note that the randomly initialized EM-PCA implementation is employed for
eigenspectrum examination since the other EM-PCA implementation, initialized with Ve,
produces identical results.
Regardless of the snapshot ensembles, Figure 47 conveys that the eigenspectra obtained
with the EM-PCA implementations, denoted in lines, are consistent with those achieved
with the gappy POD implementations, represented in dots. In Figure 47, each gappy POD
and EM-PCA implementation yields eigenspectra that are a little incongruent at different q
values since its normalizing sum of eigenvalues keeps increasing with q; hence, the dwindling
eigenspectra with q exhibit convergence at a large q value. For example, the eigenspectrum
of the u snapshot ensemble almost settles down after q = 30 in Figs. 47(a) and 47(c), as
does the eigenspectrum of the v snapshot ensemble after q = 40 in Figs. 47(b) and 47(d).
Therefore, for a further validation study, this paper decides to set q = 40 and q = 50 for







































EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
GPOD µ inv.








































EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
GPOD µ inv.
(b) v snapshot ensemble with the µ invariant methods







































EM-PCA µ var.: rand
GPOD µ var.








































EM-PCA µ var.: rand
GPOD µ var.
(d) v snapshot ensemble with the µ variant methods



























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 40)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 40)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 40)


























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 50)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 50)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 50)
(b) v snapshot ensemble



























EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 40)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 40)
GPOD µ var. (q = 40)


























EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 50)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 50)
GPOD µ var. (q = 50)
(d) v snapshot ensemble















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand GPOD µ inv.














EM-PCA µ var.: rand GPOD µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand GPOD µ inv.














EM-PCA µ var.: rand GPOD µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand GPOD µ inv.














EM-PCA µ var.: rand GPOD µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand GPOD µ inv.














EM-PCA µ var.: rand GPOD µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand GPOD µ inv.














EM-PCA µ var.: rand GPOD µ var.
(b) µ variant methods















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand GPOD µ inv.














EM-PCA µ var.: rand GPOD µ var.
(b) µ variant methods
Figure 54: Restored 100th flow velocity snapshot missing 4.05405%: u(q = 40), v(q = 50)
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6.3.3 Validation Results
First, Figure 48 delineates the eigenspectrum of the u snapshot ensemble with q = 40 in
Figures 48(a) and 48(c) and that of the v snapshot ensemble with q = 50 in Figures 48(b)
and 48(d). As shown in Figure 48, EM-PCA implementations yield eigenspectra clearly
identical to those produced by gappy POD implementations for both velocity snapshots.
According to the eigenspectra of the u and v snapshot ensembles, q = 40 captures nearly
94% of the relative u flow energy, and so does q = 50 about 92% of the relative v flow
energy. Since the experimented jet flow demonstrates diverse swirling flow patterns after a
bluff body, the v snapshot ensemble requires a higher number of modes than the u snapshot
ensemble for the same level of relative flow energy.
Analogous to the validation of the eigenspectra in Figure 48, Figures from 49 to 52 com-
pares the first four major modes of the restored velocity fields obtained by gappy POD with
those found by EM-PCA implementations. As the observed eigenspectra in Figure 48 show
perfect agreements, the flow velocity modes acquired by the EM-PCA well coincide with
those by gappy POD regardless of “µ inv.” and “µ var.” implementations. Physically, flow
velocity modes represent rudimentary flow structures whose energy strengths are related to
their corresponding eigenvalues. For instance, the first flow mode in Figure 49 delineates
the most energetic flow pattern, showing the primary flow behavior circulating behind a
bluff body. Likewise, other subsequently lower flow velocity modes in Figures from 50 to 52
denote minor flow behavior, capturing low-frequency, locally-dominant vortex flows.
In addition to the validation of the flow velocity modes in Figures from 49 to 52, Figure 53
and Figure 54 show a comparison of the two flow velocity fields restored with both gappy
POD and EM-PCA implementations. As an illustration, the 107th and 100th snapshots,
both of which lack the most data among snapshots, are portrayed in Figure 53 and Figure 54,
respectively. In the two reconstruction cases, the original velocity vectors are in gray, and
the restored velocity vectors are in colors according to the implementations. Evidently,
both gappy POD and EM-PCA implementations produce restored velocity vectors that are
indistinguishable in the case of either their “µ inv.” or “µ var.” implementations. Note that
the restored velocity vectors in colors cohesively conform to general flow behavior because
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they are estimated based on flow velocity modes.
6.4 Numerical Cost Investigation
This section thoroughly examines all the implementations of both gappy POD and the EM-
PCA to compare their performance for the application of PIV data restoration. First, it
delineates the numerical costs of evaluating each basis and coefficient of both reconstruction
methods. Subsequently, it tests all the implementations at low and high q values, measuring
their computational times as well as their iteration numbers. Afterwards, it investigates
the variations of total evaluation time for all the implementations as q gradually increases.
Last, it presents variations in the computational times of the EM-PCA due to random
initialization to see if they are comparable with those of gappy POD.
6.4.1 Single Basis and Coefficient Evaluation
The earlier algorithmic analysis in Section 4.1.2.1 suggests that each step of gappy POD
requires more effort to evaluate than that of the EM-PCA. In order to substantiate the
previous analysis, Lee and Mavris31 measures the computational time for each basis and
coefficient using the u velocity snapshot ensemble at q = 10 and q = 30. Clearly, both q
cases in Figure 55 illustrate that both basis and coefficient evaluation steps of the EM-PCA
are considerably more efficient than those of gappy POD. The results of the basis and
coefficient evaluations, shown in Figure 55, reveal that the computational time spent on a
coefficient evaluation marked by greater than that spent on a basis evaluation.
For instance, Figure 55(a) for q = 10 shows that the Lanczos algorithm can save com-
putational time for evaluating the basis of gappy POD; however, it still cannot outperform
that of the EM-PCA. Regarding a coefficient evaluation at q = 10, gappy POD apparently
requires much more computational effort than the EM-PCA. This computational overhead
for gappy POD in evaluating a coefficient becomes even greater as q increases from 10 to 30.
In Figure 55(b), the q = 30 case delineates that the computational time of a coefficient in
gappy POD soars dramatically, causing an enormous time differential from that in the EM-
PCA. This rapid time increase in the coefficient evaluation of gappy POD indicates that

















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 10)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 10)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 10)
GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 10)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 10)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 10)
GPOD µ var. (q = 10)
GPOD µ var.: Lanczos (q = 10)



















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 30)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 30)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 30)
GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 30)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 30)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 30)
GPOD µ var. (q = 30)
GPOD µ var.: Lanczos (q = 30)
(b) q = 30
Figure 55: Computational time for a single basis and coefficient evaluation
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Unlike the significant disparate coefficient evaluations in Figure 55(b), the basis evaluation
of gappy POD at q = 30 differs modestly from that of the EM-PCA, resulting in a relatively
small computational time difference. Note that the computational benefit of the Lanczos
algorithm at q = 30 becomes negligible compared to that at q = 10 in Figure 55(a). In
summary, both basis and coefficient evaluations of the EM-PCA take less time than those
of gappy POD, and hence, they are easily scalable with q from a computational aspect.
Moreover, for gappy POD, a coefficient evaluation is found to be more computationally
demanding than a basis evaluation, especially when q is large.
6.4.2 Computational Time Breakdown with the Number of Iterations
As an illustration of the convergence behavior of all the implementations, Figure 56 depicts
their convergence histories obtained wiht the u and v snapshot ensembles. In both Fig-
ures 56(a) and 56(b), the gappy POD implementations converge generally much faster than
the EM-PCA implementations for the same convergence criterion because of the gappy
norm. In detail, both gappy POD and EM-PCA implementations exhibit sharp RMSR
drops at the the early stage of iterations. However, thereafter, the gappy POD implementa-
tions are able to maintain decent convergence rates, whereas the EM-PCA implementations
lag due to their relatively sluggish convergence rates. According to Lee and Mavris,30 the
convergence rates of both gappy POD and the EM-PCA are strongly pertinent to their
norms; the gappy norm is superior to the L2 norm in reducing estimation residuals. Note
that the EM-PCA implementations with Ve initialization tend to reach convergence a little
earlier than those with random initialization, owing to an informed basis initialization.
In connection with the convergence histories in Figure 56, for further efficiency investiga-
tion, Lee and Mavris31 scrutinized not only total iteration numbers but also the breakdown
of total computational times in each evaluation step. To see the performance behavior at
both low and high q values, they experimented with all the implementations at two different
q values, q = 5 and q = 40. As an illustration, Figures 57 and 58 delineate the results of
q = 5 and q = 40, respectively. Likewise, the results with the u and v snapshot ensembles


























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 40)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 40)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 40)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 40)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 40)
GPOD µ var. (q = 40)

























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 50)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 50)
GPOD µ inv. (q = 50)
EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 50)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 50)
GPOD µ var. (q = 50)
(b) v snapshot ensemble






































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 5)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 5)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 5)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 5)
5: EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 5)
6: EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 5)
7: GPOD µ var. (q = 5)


























































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 5)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 5)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 5)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 5)
5: EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 5)
6: EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 5)
7: GPOD µ var. (q = 5)



















(b) v snapshot ensemble









































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 40)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 40)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 40)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 40)
5: EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 40)
6: EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 40)
7: GPOD µ var. (q = 40)




















































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 40)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 40)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 40)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 40)
5: EM-PCA µ var.: rand (q = 40)
6: EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 40)
7: GPOD µ var. (q = 40)














(b) v snapshot ensemble
Figure 58: Computational time decomposition and iteration numbers: q = 40
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implementations result in total computational times that are inversely correlated with their
total iteration numbers; namely, gappy POD implementations are slower despite their lower
iteration numbers, and vice versa for EM-PCA implementations.
For example, in the case of q = 5, both Figures 57(a) and 57(b) show that the overall
computational time differentials between gappy POD and EM-PCA implementations are
relatively small. Note that half of the total time of gappy POD implementations is spent
on evaluating coefficients, implying that a coefficient evaluation may decelerate gappy POD
as q increases. The Lanczos algorithm is beneficial to gappy POD implementations as
it reduces the basis evaluation time, but its effect on saving a total time is insignificant.
In contrast to the q = 5 case, Figure 58 for q = 40 shows that the advantage of the
EM-PCA to gappy POD, previously small in Figure 57, is now noticeably substantial.
As anticipated from the q = 30 case in Section 6.4.1, the gappy POD implementations
are mainly overwhelmed by their coefficient evaluations. Since a coefficient evaluation is a
main obstacle to the performance of gappy POD, the Lanczos algorithm is no more useful at
enhancing the performance of gappy POD. Unlike gappy POD implementations, EM-PCA
implementations take a relatively equal amount of time for basis and coefficient evaluations,
even at a large q value.
6.4.3 Performance Variations with the Increase of the Number of Modes
In order to accomplish exhaustive computational performance investigation, Lee and Mavris31
tested all the implementations, changing q from 5 to 40 at intervals of 5. As shown in Fig-
ure 59, computational time measured with the u and v snapshot ensembles are delineated
in Figure 59(a) and Figure 59(b), respectively. In Figure 59, both gappy POD and EM-
PCA implementations demonstrate completely disparate variations in their computational
times with respect to q increments; gappy POD implementations are easily affected by
the q increase, but EM-PCA implementations are not. More specifically, the gappy POD
implementations start to suffer significantly from q = 30 in Figure 59(a) for the u snap-

























































(b) v snapshot ensemble
Figure 59: Computational time variations with q changes
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contrast, the EM-PCA implementations generally exhibit gradual computational time in-
creases with q regardless of the velocity snapshot ensembles. Note that the behavior of the
computational times is not completely linear with q for either the gappy POD or EM-PCA
implementations. For example, all the implementations show surges in their computational
times at certain q values such as q = 30 and q = 15 for the u and v snapshot ensembles,
respectively. Overall, the gappy POD implementations are clearly not as scalable as the
EM-PCA implementations with the q rise.
6.4.4 Effect of Random Initialization for the EM-PCA
To corroborate the preceding investigation of the computational time variations in Figure 59,
Lee and Mavris31 examined variations in the total times of the EM-PCA implementations
due to random initialization. Figure 60 delineates the upper and lower bounds of the com-
putational times of the EM-PCA implementations measured for 100 random initializations
at the q interval of 5, similar to Figure 59. In addition, Figure 60 depicts the computational
times of other gappy POD implementations along with the EM-PCA implementation with
the Ve initialization for performance comparison purposes. In Figure 60, the computational
times of the µ invariant implementations are in Figures 60(a) and 60(b), and those of the µ
variant implementations are in Figures 60(c) and 60(d). Figure 60 also arranges the com-
parison results with the u and v snapshot ensembles on the top and bottom, respectively.
As shown in Figure 60, the randomly initialized EM-PCA implementation overall out-
performs the other implementations. In the case of the EM-PCA implementation with
random initialization, its computational time variations are small with the u snapshot en-
semble in Figures 60(a) and 60(c), but they are noticeable with the v snapshot ensemble
in Figures 60(b) and 60(d) at certain q values such as q = 15, q = 30, q = 35, and q = 40.
Moreover, because of random initialization, the EM-PCA implementations occasionally take
more time than gappy POD implementations, for example, in the case of q = 15 for the
v snapshot ensemble in Figures 60(b) and 60(d). Although the EM-PCA implementation




















EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (min,max)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve
GPOD µ inv.
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EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (min,max)
EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve
GPOD µ inv.
GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos
(b) v snapshot ensemble with the µ invariant methods



















EM-PCA µ var.: rand (min,max)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve
GPOD µ var.
GPOD µ var.: Lanczos





















EM-PCA µ var.: rand (min,max)
EM-PCA µ var.: Ve
GPOD µ var.
GPOD µ var.: Lanczos
(d) v snapshot ensemble with the µ variant methods
Figure 60: Computational time variations of “EM-PCA rand init.” with q changes
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superior to the gappy POD implementation throughout q changes, regardless of the snap-
shot ensembles. Therefore, Figure 60 shows that the EM-PCA is more computationally
efficient than gappy POD in general, and the Ve initialization is preferable to the EM-PCA
in a conservative sense. Note that the Lanczos algorithm barely benefits the gappy POD
implementations for computational time saving, and sometimes it performs even worse in
such large q value cases as q = 35 and q = 40 for the u snapshot ensemble in Figure 60(a).
6.5 PIV Data Restoration with Artificially Missing Data
To further examine the reconstruction capability of the EM-PCA compared to that of
gappy POD, this research devised three PIV data sets by artificially eliminating some data
from the PIV data set used in Chapter 6. With the original PIV data set, whose rate of
unreliable data is 1.7867%, this research attempted to randomly remove 5%, 10%, and 15%
of the PIV measurements, resulting in additional PIV data sets whose missing percentages
are 6.7508%, 11.6043%, and 16.5431%, respectively. As an illustration, Figure 61 delineates
the distributions of missing data rates across snapshots for the three PIV data sets.
6.5.1 Convergence Histories
Given the three randomly marred PIV data sets, this research utilized the implementations
of gappy POD and the EM-PCA as it did for the original PIV data set in Section 6.3.1. In
Figures 62 to 64, the convergence behavior of both algorithms is considerably similar to that
observed for the original PIV data set, depicted in Figure 56. Overall, the EM-PCA takes
more iterations than gappy POD regardless of their “µ inv./µ var.” implementations and
the three PIV data sets. Note that Figure 64(a) shows that the “µ inv.” implementations
of both gappy POD and the EM-PCA suffer from significantly poor convergence perfor-
mance, and they are terminated by exceeding the preset maximum number of iterations
50, 000 in restoring the u snapshot ensemble, which has 16.5431% of its data is absent. As
the rate of missing data gradually increases from 6.7508% to 16.5431%, the implementa-
tions require higher numbers of iterations, implying wider computational performance gaps
























































































(c) Overall missing data percentage: 16.5431%
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EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 50)
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EM-PCA µ var.: Ve (q = 50)
GPOD µ var. (q = 50)
(b) v snapshot ensemble
Figure 64: Convergence histories of the u and v velocity components (16.5431% missing)
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6.5.2 Validation Results
To test both the EM-PCA and gappy POD with the three synthetically generated PIV
data sets, this research evaluates their restoration qualities in terms of a normalized eigen-
spectrum and a restored velocity field. As shown in Figures 65 to 67, the EM-PCA yields
normalized eigenvalues that are identical to those obtained by gappy POD except for the u
snapshot ensemble, which lacks 16.5431% of its data. In particular, Figure 67(a) shows that
“EM-PCA µ inv.: rand” more accurately locates dominant eigenvalues than other imple-
mentations, and Figure 67(c) shows that the EM-PCA implementations produce eigenvalues
closer to those of the original u snapshot ensemble than gappy POD even though all “µ
inv.” implementations equally struggle for convergence, as delineated in Figure 64(a). Note
that normalized eigenvalues exhibit more discrepancies than those of the original snapshot
ensembles at higher modes as a PIV data set contains more missing data.
Similar to the validation results of normalized eigenspectrum, restored velocity fields at
the 107th and 100th snapshots are illustrated in Figures 68 to 73. In general, the EM-PCA
repairs absent velocity vectors the same as gappy POD, and the reproduced velocity vectors
by both the EM-PCA and gappy POD algorithms accurately match the original velocity
vectors. However, both reconstruction algorithms result in misaligned velocity vectors with
the original velocity vectors in the right regions behind a bluff body where the jet flow is
highly swirling. For instance, Figure 71 shows that both the EM-PCA and gappy POD
overestimate a velocity vector at the coordinate (0.0, 5.0), and likewise, Figure 72 shows
that both algorithms yield a misleading velocity vector at the very same coordinate. Note
that the restored velocity vector at (0.0, 5.0) in Figure 72(b) is considerably inaccurate
because of poor convergence histories noticed in Figure 64(a).
In summary, this research observed that the EM-PCA is able to provide at least the
same reconstruction results as gappy POD, and in certain cases, such as the u snapshot
ensemble missing 16.5431% of its data, it produces more accurate results than gappy POD
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 73: Restored 100th flow velocity snapshot missing 18.5946%: u(q = 40), v(q = 50)
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6.6 Summary
Through comprehensive numerical experiments, this research suggests that the EM-PCA
is more efficient than gappy POD for rectifying impaired PIV measurements common in
flow experiments. For the sake of PIV data repair, both gappy POD and the EM-PCA are
comparable such that they alternate their basis and coefficient evaluations for a least-squares
approximation. However, owing to their heterogeneous bases and norms, they end up with
distinctive algorithms: gappy POD consists of an orthogonal basis and a weighted least-
squares coefficient whereas the EM-PCA comprises a non-orthogonal basis and an ordinary
least-squares coefficient. Mainly by virtue of their disparate coefficient evaluations, gappy
POD is superior to the EM-PCA with regard to reducing an estimation residual, but it is
inferior with regard to its computational effectiveness. In particular, unlike the EM-PCA,
gappy POD demands laborious efforts proportional to not only the number of data-missing
snapshots but the number of modes. As a result, regarding PIV data reconstruction, the
EM-PCA is preferable to gappy POD for the following reasons: (i) PIV data typically
contain dispersed spurious measurements, and (ii) complex flow behavior observed in PIV
data necessitates a large number of modes due to its high nonlinearity. For this reason, the
Lanczos algorithm is not conducive to enhancing gappy POD; the coefficient evaluation is
the key impediment in gappy POD, and its advantage quickly vanishes as q increases.
In order to substantiate the efficiency of the EM-PCA over gappy POD, this research
performed several tests with the implementations of both methods using a PIV data set
from reacting jet-flow experiments. Before the performance investigation, the validation
study confirmed that the results of gappy POD fully match those of the EM-PCA in terms
of eigenspectra, flow velocity modes, and repaired velocity fields. Afterwards, the first
experiment in Section 6.4.1 showed that both steps of the EM-PCA are computationally
better than those of gappy POD for a single evaluation. In detail, the coefficient evaluation
of gappy POD tends to cause a major performance drawback as the number of modes
increases. Next, the second experiment in Section 6.4.2, which compared total times and
total iteration numbers, demonstrated that the EM-PCA is more efficient than gappy POD
despite its higher iteration numbers. Again, the different coefficient evaluations of both
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methods primarily widen their computational time gap as the number of modes increases.
Finally, the last two experiments with q increments in Sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 exhibited that
total time differentials between both methods become conspicuous as q increases, revealing
that the EM-PCA is much more effective at a large number of modes.
All in all, the EM-PCA can repair erroneous PIV data as accurate as gappy POD at a
lower computational cost, resulting in more computational benefits as the number of modes
grows. With regard to future work, a valuable study could be PIV data restoration with the
EM-PCA under the effect of measurement noise. Unlike gappy POD, the EM-PCA is able
to account for measurement uncertainty with an isotropic Gaussian distribution through
its intrinsic error model. This future work may overcome the limitation of gappy POD in
addressing experimental uncertainty for PIV data restoration.57,58
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Concluding Remarks
Motivated by the flexible applicability of the EM-PCA for not only intact but also gappy
data, this research thoroughly scrutinized the EM-PCA, comparing it to both POD and
gappy POD. For this purpose, the advantages and disadvantages of the EM-PCA were
explored and compared to those of POD first and gappy POD next. With regard to the
first comparative study of the EM-PCA and POD, the factor-loading matrix of the PPCA,
i.e., one of the PPCA parameters, is known as analytically germane to a POD basis. As
opposed to an orthogonal POD basis, an EM-PCA basis is non-orthogonal for its immanent
scaling and rotation operations. However, those extra linear operations can be simply
removed through orthogonalization, resulting in an orthogonal basis derived from a non-
orthogonal basis. Subsequently, the numerical validation results of the EM-PCA and POD
obtained with FPE and Euler CFD simulations confirmed that the EM-PCA generates the
same eigenspectra and basis vectors as gappy POD. Despite identical validation results, the
EM-PCA turned out to be less efficient than POD mainly because of its poor convergence
behavior. The slow convergence of the EM-PCA indicates that the EM-PCA is prone to
suffering from hard-to-decaying, low-frequency errors as it marches through iterations.
As mentioned above, the theoretical relationship between the EM-PCA and POD is
clear, and yet that between the EM-PCA and gappy POD is obscure. Owing to their
disparate formulation approaches, to estimate missing data, the EM-PCA depends on an
observation probability model whereas gappy POD relies on a least-squares formulation.
In order to effectively juxtapose both the EM-PCA and gappy POD for a comparative
study, this research reformulated gappy POD and reinterpreted the EM-PCA from the
unifying least-squares perspective. As a result, the unifying perspective revealed that both
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the EM-PCA and gappy POD address similar least-squares problems; however, their least-
squares problems comprise dissimilar bases and norms. In detail, the EM-PCA utilizes a
non-orthogonal basis and the L2 norm whereas gappy POD employs an orthogonal basis
and the gappy norm. Furthermore, this research delved into the effects of the different
bases and norms, which eventually predetermine the theoretical and numerical traits of
the EM-PCA and gappy POD. First, the theoretical analysis of the different basis and
norm effects was inconclusive for discerning which basis or norm is superior at reducing
estimation residuals. For instance, a POD basis evaluated in iterations for gappy POD is
an estimate of the unknown true POD basis; thus, it does not possess the desirable property
of a minimal projection error for the true intact data. Likewise, a norm pertains to a curve-
fitting method such that the L2 and gappy norms conceptually perform regression and
interpolation, respectively; however, their advantage to the other is indeterminate.
In order to complement the previous insufficient analytical approach, this research mea-
sured the effects of the different bases and norms in terms of an RMSE in missing data
estimation. In particular, for this quantitative investigation, two “in-between” algorithms
of gappy POD and the EM-PCA were developed through a combination of their bases and
norms. These hybrid algorithms were devised such that only a basis or a norm difference
bridges the gap between the hybrids and the originals; thus, their comparisons can isolate
each basis and norm difference effect. The numerical quantification with RMSEs generated
two artificially marred sample data sets: the first sample data set contained missing data
confined to only a single snapshot, and the second sample data set held missing data spread
over all the snapshots. With the two sample data sets, both basis and norm effects were
effectively assessed through the RMSE comparisons obtained by the original and the hy-
brid algorithms. In addition, the numerical efficiency of all the algorithms were examined
in terms of total iteration numbers along with total computational time decomposed into
their basis and coefficient evaluations. The computational efficiency tests showed that a
missing data structure affects the performance of the reconstruction method; gappy POD
outperforms the EM-PCA for the first sample data set, and vice versa for the second sample
data set.
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According to the results of different basis and norm effects accessed with an RMSE,
a norm turned out to have a more considerable impact on missing data estimation than
a basis. Beginning with the basis effect, in the first sample data set, the basis difference
produced a little RMSE differentials, but it generated much lower RMSE differentials than
the norm difference. In the second sample data set, the basis difference resulted in a virtually
insignificant effect because an approximate orthogonal basis was almost equally as good as
an approximate non-orthogonal basis. In particular, RMSE comparisons showed that an
approximate non-orthogonal basis randomly initialized could reduce RMSE even more than
an approximate orthogonal basis. Regarding the norm effect, the gappy norm turned out to
be more effective at reducing estimation errors than the L2 norm, and led to considerably
fewer iterations. Despite its superior convergence capability, the gappy norm demanded
more computational effort for coefficient evaluations than the L2 norm because it required
as many projection evaluations as the number of data-missing snapshots. These numerical
characteristics entailed by the norms explain why gappy POD outperformed the EM-PCA
for the first sample data set, whose number of data-missing snapshots was one, but it did
not for the second sample data set, whose number of data-missing snapshots was more than
one.
After the theoretical and numerical examination of the EM-PCA and the POD methods,
this research identified the benefits of the EM-PCA for two applications: basis extraction
and missing data estimation with an incomplete data set. For the first application, this
research capitalized on the EM-PCA to construct a POD-based ROM of NPSS because
some NPSS results are typically absent due to failed analyses. Since POD fails to deal with
a gappy NPSS snapshot ensemble, the EM-PCA was employed for a POD basis evaluation.
In conjunction with the EM-PCA, this research exploited neural networks to effectively
explore a coefficient space to predict the behavior of NPSS in an unseen input parame-
ter set. Although a computational efficiency investigation is not of primary interest, this
research also showed that the EM-PCA generated a POD basis faster than gappy POD
due to multiple data-missing snapshots in an NPSS snapshot ensemble. For the second
application, the EM-PCA was utilized for rectifying impaired PIV measurements common
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in flow experiments using the PIV technique. The validation study confirmed that both the
EM-PCA and gappy POD yield identical eigenspectra, flow velocity modes, and repaired
velocity fields. However, since every snapshot of the PIV data set contained unreliable
measurements, the EM-PCA is computationally preferable to gappy POD for spurious PIV
data correction.
In conclusion, based on the comprehensive investigations through various numerical
experiments, this research noticed the following: (i) for an intact data set, the EM-PCA
is less efficient than POD for basis extraction because of its poor convergence behavior
inherited from the EM algorithm, and (ii) for a gappy data set, the EM-PCA is more
efficient than gappy POD for basis extraction and missing data estimation by virtue of
its L2 norm insofar as the data set includes multiple data-missing snapshots. Note that
the relative computational efficiency of the EM-PCA with respect to that of gappy POD
crucially hinges on the number of data-missing snapshots. Figure 74 depicts the two typical
missing data types of missing data estimation applications. For instance, Figure 74(a)
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(b) Missing data across all the snapshots
Figure 74: Typical missing data structures
represents the missing data structure of such applications as experimental and numerical
flow data assimilation, inverse airfoil design, and so forth. Likewise, Figure 74(b) indicates
a missing data type used for the following applications: basis extraction from the results
of NPSS analysis and PIV data restoration in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Since the
first missing data type in Figure 74(a) has only one data-missing snapshot, gappy POD
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outperforms the EM-PCA. Other than that, as an incomplete data set accumulates more
and more data-missing snapshots, the EM-PCA is expected to be more efficient than gappy
POD. Therefore, the EM-PCA is recommended for applications whose missing data are
spread over an entire data set, as shown in Figure 74(b).
7.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses Revisited
With the results of the exhaustive comparative studies presented in this thesis, this sec-
tion revisits the previously formulated research questions and concomitant hypotheses. To
achieve Research Objective 1, this thesis addressed the following Research Questions 1.1 to
1.3 to verify Hypotheses 1.1 to 1.3.
Research Question 1.1 For an intact data set, is the EM-PCA computationally compet-
itive with POD methods for basis extraction?
Answer No, it is not. The computational performance investigation in Chapter 3 showed
that the EM-PCA can outperform snapshot POD only when the number of modes to
extract is one. As the number of modes to extract escalates, the EM-PCA did not surpass
gappy POD.
Research Question 1.2 For an incomplete data set whose missing data are only at a
single snapshot, is the EM-PCA computationally competitive with gappy POD for basis
extraction and missing data estimation?
Answer No, it is not. The computational performance investigation in Chapter 4 showed
that the EM-PCA required more computational time than gappy POD for an incomplete
data set whose missing data are only at a single snapshot.
Research Question 1.3 For an incomplete data set whose missing data are across all
the snapshots, is the EM-PCA computationally competitive with gappy POD for basis
extraction and missing data estimation?
Answer Yes, it is. The computational performance investigation in Chapter 4 showed that
the EM-PCA required less computational time than gappy POD for an incomplete data
set whose missing data are across all the snapshots.
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Based on the answers to Research Questions 1.1 to 1.3, their corresponding hypotheses are
evaluated as follows.
Hypothesis 1.1 For an intact data set, the EM-PCA takes less computational time than
POD.
Verification For an intact data set, the EM-PCA is less efficient than POD. Therefore,
Hypothesis 1.1 is rejected.
Hypothesis 1.2 For an incomplete data set whose missing data are only at a single snap-
shot, the EM-PCA takes less computational time than gappy POD.
Verification For an incomplete data set whose missing data are only at a single snapshot,
the EM-PCA is less efficient than gappy POD. Therefore, Hypothesis 1.2 is rejected.
Hypothesis 1.3 For an incomplete data set whose missing data are across all the snap-
shots, the EM-PCA takes less computational time than gappy POD.
Verification For an incomplete data set whose missing data are across all the snapshots,
the EM-PCA is more efficient than gappy POD. Therefore, Hypothesis 1.3 is accepted.
Through the verifications of Hypotheses 1.1 to 1.3, Methodological Hypothesis 1, shown in
the below, is partially accepted such that the EM-PCA is computationally more efficient
than gappy POD for an incomplete data set whose missing data are across all the snapshots.
Methodological Hypothesis 1 The EM-PCA yields identical results to those of POD
and gappy POD, but it is computationally more efficient than POD and gappy POD in
terms of computational time.
After all, Research Objective 1, in the below, is accomplished in this thesis.
Research Objective 1 To facilitate the use of the EM-PCA in addressing the problems
of aerospace engineering, this research attempts to theoretically and numerically compare
and contrast the EM-PCA and to both POD and gappy POD for basis extraction and
missing data estimation.
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While this research has strived to address Research Questions 1.2 and 1.3, the relation-
ship between the EM-PCA and gappy POD was nebulous, necessitating further investiga-
tion. Thus, this research set the second research objective in Chapter 1 as follows.
Research Objective 2 To compare and contrast the EM-PCA to gappy POD, this re-
search attempts to identify the formulation similarities and disparities of the EM-PCA
and gappy POD.
After this thesis manipulated the equations of the EM-PCA and gappy POD in Chapter 4,
it was able to reveal that both methods pertain to least-squares formulations. Based on
their formulation similarity, Methodological Hypothesis 2, in the below, was established and
verified in Chapter 4 in an effort to achieve Research Objective 2.
Methodological Hypothesis 2 A unifying least-squares perspective integrates both the
EM-PCA and gappy POD within a common formulation framework.
With the help of the unifying least-squares perspective, a basis and a norm are found to be
two crucial factors that differentiate the EM-PCA and gappy POD, which raised Research
Question 2.1 in Chapter 4.
Research Question 2.1 What are the effects of the disparate bases and norms on esti-
mation error reduction and the computational performance of the EM-PCA and gappy
POD?
Through systematic comparative studies in Chapter 4, Research Question 2.1 was addressed
as follows.
Answer The norm difference of the EM-PCA and gappy POD determines their estimation
residual reductions. For instance, due to the gappy norm, gappy POD is superior at
reducing estimation residuals, but inferior at computational performance. Likewise, owing
to the L2 norm, the EM-PCA is inferior at reducing estimation residuals, but superior at
computational performance.
Based on the observations in Chapter 4, Hypothesis 2.1 was formulated.
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Hypothesis 2.1 A norm selection affects estimation error reduction more than a basis
selection.
In order to verify Hypothesis 2.1, this thesis measures the computational performance of
the original and hybrid algorithms with the PIV data, as shown in Figures 75 and 76, and
with the gross thrust data set, as shown in Figure 77. Similar to the comparative discussion
in Chapter 4, the comparison of the gappy POD and Hybrid 2 reveals the norm difference
under the same Vq basis; likewise, the comparison of the EM-PCA and Hybrid 2 shows
the basis difference under the identical L2 norm. Overall, Figures 75 to 77 are helpful for
evaluating Hypothesis 2.1 as follows.
Verification Hypothesis 2.1 is verified for the incomplete data set containing missing data
across all the snapshots, such as the u and v snapshot ensembles of the PIV data sets and
the gross thrust data set of NPSS.
Certainly, the results in Figures 75 to 77 are not sufficient, and more substantiating results
of comparative studies are required to thoroughly verify Hypothesis 2.1.
From a computational time aspect, both Figures 75 and 76 show that the norm difference
yields more differentials in computational time than the basis difference when q is large
such that q = 40. By contrast, Figure 77 shows that the basis difference produces more
differentials in computational time than the norm difference because of the large number
of snapshots such as 500. Note that the effects of the disparate bases and norms cannot be
evaluated with RMSE histories since no true intact data are available, unlike the artificially
manipulated flow simulation data in Chapter 4.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
In theory, the EM-PCA estimates missing observations based on the Gaussian probability
model of PPCA. Likewise, gappy POD also implicitly hinges on a Gaussian probability
model in the sense that it relies on two parameters, mean and covariance, for missing
data estimation. However, purely from a probabilistic standpoint, the Gaussian probability
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1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 4)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 4)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 4)
5: Hybrid2 µ inv. (q = 4)
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(b) µ variant methods
Figure 77: Computational time and the number of iterations of gross thrust
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To verify the Gaussianity of observations, one can evaluate the kurtosis∗ of observations and
compare it with that of a Gaussian distribution, which is three. For instance, the kurtosis
of the Cp snapshot ensemble with an Euler CFD solver in Chapter 4 is 7.25592, which is
much higher than three. Apparently, from a probabilistic point of view, the Gaussian model
assumption is improper for the Euler CFD simulation data. Therefore, other complicated
probability models using more than two parameters would be desirable in a probabilistic
sense as long as the probability model fully represented a sample data set.† For this purpose,
one could benefit from other probabilistic generalizations of PCA such as the exponential-
type probability distributions for PCA51 or a student t-distribution for PCA.22
Another interesting future study is to delineate the complete theoretical interrelationship
between probabilistic and deterministic POD formulations. As PPCA is probabilistically
relevant to the standard POD, so is dual probabilistic principal component analysis (DP-
PCA)29 to the snapshot POD. Lawrence conceived DPPCA by adopting a Bayesian per-
spective for PPCA in order to admit an inner product in the formulation of DPPCA.
Through an inner product that can be replaced with a nonlinear kernel function, DPPCA
can employ kernel methods to nonlinearly expand PPCA. As a result of the Bayesian inter-
pretation, instead of marginalizing X and optimizing W as in PPCA, DPPCA marginalizes
W, treating it as a random variable, and optimizes X, treating it as a probability param-
eter. After all, the formulation of DPPCA is identical to that of PPCA except that the
roles of W and X are reversed. Conceptually, DPPCA is equivalent to applying PPCA to
a transposed snapshot ensemble YT as is the snapshot POD, which carries out the stan-
dard POD procedure on YT. As an illustration, Figure 78 provides an overall view of the
theoretical interrelationship between deterministic and probabilistic POD formulations.
From a numerical performance aspect, another interesting future study is to investigate
convergence acceleration methods for the EM-PCA. The observed characteristic of poor
∗A kurtosis of less than three implies that the distribution of observations has a lower, wider peak around
its mean and thinner tails, so it is less outlier-prone than a Gaussian distribution. On the other hand, a
kurtosis of more than three indicates that the distribution of observations has a more acute, narrower peak
around its mean and flatter tails, so it is more outlier-prone than a Gaussian distribution.


















Figure 78: Interrelationship between deterministic and probabilistic POD methods
convergence of the EM-PCA in Chapter 3 mainly originates from the slow convergence of
the EM algorithm.59,60 Among several convergence acceleration techniques, overrelaxation
is a simple yet powerful technique that allows an iterative method to take a bigger step size
for faster convergence. Since the EM algorithm is known as a bound optimizer67 that can
benefit from overrelaxation,21 the EM-PCA can easily adopt overrelaxation. In addition
to overrelaxation, the multigrid method is a general convergence acceleration method that
quickly reduces persistent, hard-to-decay, low-frequency errors on a fine grid by turning
them into easy-to-decay, high-frequency errors on a coarse grid. For instance, the multi-
grid was implemented for the EM algorithm in conjunction with a Poisson probability
distribution for faster parameter estimation.27 The synergetic effect of the combination of
overrelaxation and the multigrid would be a good research topic, for it might show enhanced
performance of the EM-PCA.
Last but not least, a valuable research topic would be the investigation of the potential
benefits of the mixture of PCA models81 for aerospace engineering applications. Tippling
and Bishop devised the PCA mixture model as an amalgam of single PPCA models to yield a
locally linear model for given observations. For an illustration, Figure 79 depicts the concept




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) PCA mixture model
Figure 79: Concept of single PCA and PCA mixture models
EM algorithm, the PCA mixture model can also automatically classify all observations into
subgroups in which each PCA model describes its own separate region. Moreover, the EM
algorithm naturally enables the PCA mixture model to estimate missing data through a
mixture of PCA models. Since a combination of locally linear models is more sophisticated
than a single globally monolithic, linear model, the PCA mixture model is expected to excel
at addressing the applications of both POD and gappy POD. The following is a list of the
abilities of the PCA mixture model associated with possible aerospace applications.
• Data classification
– Domain decomposition for a reduced-order modeling of high-fidelity flow analy-
sis39,42
– Infrared camera image analysis for natural laminar flow monitoring14
• Local feature identification
– Low-frequency vortex identification for experimental flow analysis
• Missing data estimation






Theorem A.1.1 (Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula15). The matrix inversion lemma,
Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula, or Woodbury formula is








where A is an n by n, U is an n by k, C is a k by k, and V is a k by n matrix. In the























Proof. Let A = σ2I, U = W, and V = W, then the inverse of a parenthesized term in the















































































































































In the above derivation, the bracketed term in the RHS of the Eq. (46) is manipulated




















































Proof. Let WT = W in Proposition A.1.1.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTS FOR REDUCED-ORDER NPSS MODELING
B.1 Validation of the Bases and Coefficients of Engine Deck Responses
For all engine deck responses discussed in Chapter 6, the qualities of their modes and
coefficients are delineated in Figures 80–83 and Figures 84–87, respectively. Note that the
first modes and corresponding the first coefficients are of paramount importance since the
first modes account for over 90% of total variations in engine deck responses as implied by
their eigenvalues in Table 9. As depicted in Figures 80(a)–83(a), the first modes obtained
from the training data are virtually identical to those achieved from the test data. Similarly,
Figures 84(a)–87(a) show the exceptional fitness of the first coefficients for the test data as
indicated by their R2 values.
B.2 Worst Prediction Results of Engine Deck Responses
As an illustration of predicted engine deck responses, the worst prediction results are pre-
sented in Figures 88 and 89 in terms of an R2 and a maximum NRSE, respectively. Since
even the lowest R2 values are around 0.999, estimated engine deck responses align well with
the true values in Figure 88, and likewise, despite the highest NRSEs being around 35.16%
at most, predicted engine deck responses containing maximum NRSEs show exceptional
agreement with the exact values in Figure 89 because of their considerably high R2 val-
ues. For a detailed view of the regions where the highest NRSE occurs, Figure 90 provides
zoomed-in plots of Figure 89. Moreover, Figures 88 and 89 are re-plotted with respect to

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(d) EINOX of the 117
th test engine deck: R2 = 0.9987783



































































































(d) EINOX of the 289
th test engine deck: maximum NRSE = 35.16145%, R2 = 0.9999305


















































(b) Ram drag: maximum NRSE = 15.18704%






















































(d) EINOX: maximum NRSE = 35.16145%


























































(b) Gross thrust of the 324th test engine deck: R2 = 0.9999291


















































(d) Ram drag of the 289th test engine deck: R2 = 0.9999515



















































(f) Fuel flow of the 324th test engine deck: R2 = 0.9998904














































(h) EINOX of the 117
th test engine deck: R2 = 0.9987783

























































(b) Gross thrust of the 289th test engine deck: NRMSE = 0.5794163%



















































(d) Ram drag of the 289th test engine deck: NRMSE = 0.6556469%




















































(f) Fuel flow of the 289th test engine deck: NRMSE = 1.441989%















































(h) EINOX of the 117
th test engine deck: NRMSE = 3.396025%
Figure 92: Actual and predicted engine deck responses with a Mach number: the worst
NRMSE
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B.3 Comparison of the Results of Gappy POD and the EM-PCA
Although the validation of the EM-PCA against gappy POD is not of primary interest
in Chapter 6, Lee et al.34 compared the results of the EM-PCA with those of gappy POD
to justify the use of the EM-PCA over gappy POD for computational efficiency. As similar
to the notational convention for the EM-PCA implementations in Section 5.3.3.1, gappy
POD implementations are denoted with “µ inv.”/“µ var.” to represent whether a sample
mean is evaluated at each iteration. In addition, for only computational performance investi-
gation, “Lanczos” is appended to the names of gappy POD implementations if the Lanczos
algorithm is exploited to expedite a POD process. The Lanczos algorithm is realized in
Matlab with eigs, which invokes the Fortran Library ARPACK.38
First, the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and restored failed performance analyses evaluated
by the EM-PCA are compared to those evaluated by gappy POD in Figures 93, Figures 94–
97, and Figures 98–99, respectively. The eigenspectra of the four engine deck responses
in Figure 93 show that both the EM-PCA and gappy POD result in identical eigenvalues at
the same number of modes. Similarly, the first four modes of the four engine deck responses,
illustrated in Figures 94–97, also substantiate that the EM-PCA is capable of yielding the
same POD bases as gappy POD. Last, as an example of restored failed performance analy-
ses, both Figures 98 and 99 delineate the 101th and 356th training engine decks, respectively,
both of which failed in a total of five off-design performance analyses. In Figures 98 and 99,
all the estimated performance analyses are perfectly aligned regardless of the EM-PCA and
gappy POD implementations. Note that failed analyses located at the highest and lowest
throttle values are properly approximated as they follow the overall trend of engine deck
responses because a POD basis can handle stationary discontinuities.
Last but not least, Figure 100 presents the results of computational performance tests
measured in terms of computational time and the number of iterations with the four different
snapshot ensembles of engine deck responses. For the minimal effect of random initialization
on time measurements, the computational time of the EM-PCA implementations with rand
was averaged over 100 runs. As shown in Figure 100, despite their higher numbers of



























EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
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(b) Ram drag
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EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
GPOD µ inv.
(d) 4th mode


































































































EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
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(d) 4th mode
















































































































EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
GPOD µ inv.
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(d) EINOX
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EM-PCA µ inv.: rand
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(d) EINOX
Figure 99: Restored engine deck responses: the 356th training engine deck
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POD implementations. The gappy POD implementations spent most of their computational
time on basis evaluations since the size of a snapshot ensemble cubically affects the POD
process. Although the Lanczos algorithm is particularly conducive to accelerating basis
evaluations (e.g., a situation in which the number of modes to extract is small such as four),
it was not effective enough for gappy POD implementations to outperform the EM-PCA
implementations. Note that Ve for the EM-PCA implementations was also evaluated with
the Lanczos algorithm for computational efficiency due to the large number of snapshots,
500. After all, even though the EM-PCA necessitates an extra step for the orthogonalization
of its non-orthogonal basis, it generally surpasses gappy POD for the given snapshots of





































1: EM-PCA µ inv.: rand (q = 4)
2: EM-PCA µ inv.: Ve (q = 4)
3: GPOD µ inv. (q = 4)
4: GPOD µ inv.: Lanczos (q = 4)
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7: GPOD µ var. (q = 4)
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Figure 100: Computational time decomposition along with numbers of iterations
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